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Abstract
PLots of the Mariner 5 ancl Vol_.t_l'lt 4, 5, "llld 6 l)F(,ssl.lro VN. temperature,
P(T), she\\ that the Ven:;ra profiles are essentially eongrucmt wilh the Mariner
5 d%' and night profiles, but are displ:tced 28% higher in pressure. There is
evitlonce that this displacement is a characteristic of the Vemis atmosphere
that arises from a latitude dependence of the height of the isotherms caused
primarily by dynamie processes. Use of the Venerawater vapor measure-
ments with the Venera and Maril_er 5 p('r) profiles leads to the suggestion of a
variability in the atmospheric water vapor content in the region from 30 to 50kin.
This result is consistent with the measurements of Venus radiation at 18.5 to
24.0 GIIz by Jones, \Vrathall, and Mereclith (1972). The Venera 7 measure-
ments are interpreted as presenting oviclenoe for updrafts, down-drafts,
horizontal wind layers, and non-aquecms precipitation. The previously ob-
served hanoi cff retrograde winds which circle the equator with an average speed
of 1 10nl,'s is found to extend downward to tile one atmc)sl)here level at the
eqt,:,torial morning terminator, The possil_ility of a low altitucle equator-to-
l_Jlo oirculatitm with warm gas rising at the poles is inferrecl from the Ven:.'ra
I)l'c_l)o lind I']al'th-l)ascd nliorowave intcrferome+,er nloasurt, lllelltS, Vt,;l'.,rH 7
tt'll/li'.'l'_tttll't' data Usctl 111 c'Ollitlllt'til)ll xvith it t'Olllll..trJs[)ll [)[ l'Ltdar tr)lni_r:tl)hy
l'<llt[ llli('l'i)\vil\'t, illtt'l'l'l.'l'()llll.?lt'l' !llt,itSl.lrClllell'S suggcsts that tilt' \':ll'iltli_)ll (_1"
surl;ico lclul)i'ralurt' \\ith :,ltitude in :l I)=lml :llJmtt lilt' Oqtl:tt(_r is lt, s-J than 5Kl,.lil
I :llltl Ti,,.' l),_ssilJlt' 'xislt>llr,'( ' :_t" cltri,ls ill I; '_1' nlllFt' :lllitu'l '
IlllIV
_/llill'liltc h
i i I'RtV}DING PAr;b" r,, _,-:-
,.t, ._l,,, NOT FIU!t_I
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r_'gi_:l_ :ll_,_',,C' iht, V_,nu-_ ,_:.ll'[:l_,c, is di._:-'d_H-'.d, Ve,n..'lm :l:lLa :ll'u, inl[,l'l_'C'tc'_l :In
yjo|cjill!_' tll[_'_u_ _.lF[;l{'O j)l'u'._._lll'(' _t3, j c'nlj)u'l}_lfullP_' V_L1U.",_O|' 7[ :-Lt.IllO:'_I]}IL'FO-_ :lll(j
7.1._1,:. .\l:Lr_nor and Vcm, l"a _l'ata :L_'_ int.crl)rctc'd _Ls rcquirhlg a mc'Ln })lan.'t
ra,qiu_ o]' (;')55 2L?,km. Th,., available' data is u_od {;o _alcuhd.c a mod..'] of th(,
str_ctu_'c :_f tho Vc_r_'; atnm:_;_h_'rc for the l'h'st 75kin _d_ovc the equatorial
region.
L ....
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Introduction
Our understanding of the Venus atniosphere has been greatly increased by
the data obtained from the Mariner 5 and the Venera 4, 5, 6, and 7 missions.
From this data and from ground-based measurements it is possible to devise a
model of atmospheric composition, temperature, and dynmnic processes which
exploits the consistencies in all the measurements and attempts to explain the
apparent discrepancies. The purpose of this paper is to devise such a model
and to examine critically the arguments of selection and rejection which lead to
the choice of the key parameters. *
The analysis comprises twelve sections based on major features in the
data which delineate the scope of the work. The sections are:
1. The sub-adiabatic region at 40km.** ................. 4
2. The uniform 28% separation of the P(T) profiles .......... 6
3. Water vapor content ............................ 19
4. Winds data .................................. 27
5. Verticalwinds. . .. . . . . .. ..................... 34
6. I{orizontalwinds.............................. 39
7. Winds near the surface.......................... 44
8. Teml)craturelapse-ratenear the surface.............. 48
"Articles by Gierasch and Goody (1970), Hunten (1971), and Marov (1972) furnish an excellent background for the
developments presented in this paper
• ' AI._Ialtitudes are referred to a nominal planet radius of 6055km obtained in Section 11. The atmospheric structure is
given in Table 2
]
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9. lq'ecil_ihltion................................... 50
10. Clouds ....................................... 55
11. Planet radius and tol_ogl"al)hy ........................ 61
j
12. Atmospheric structure ............................ 72
Our starting point for the analysis is the Mariner 5 measurements ob-
tained from Fjeldbo et al. (1971) and shown in Fig_ares 1, 2, 3, and 13. A
conspicuous feature of these measurements is that from the 7 atmosl)herc level
at 30kin to the 0. 007 atmosphere level at 7akin the altitude profiles of pressure
and temperature obtained on the day-side are essentially identical to those ob-
tained on the night-side, despite the fact that the measurement region on the
sunlit side had experienced 24 Earth days of continuous solar heating while the
measurement region on the night-side had continuously radiated energy to space
i or 24 days. Since tile radiative heating and cooling time constants of the
atmosphere at 731_m are of the order of 1 Earth day, the fact of identical tem-
perature profiles suggests atnmspheric mixing on a global scale and i_ consis-
tent with the existence of the equatorial band of high Sl)eCd horizontal winds de-
scribed })3 Boyer and Guerin (1969) and discussed in bt,ction 6. In the following
sections repeated use \viii toe made of the near identity of day and night-sid_
dtllAi to dcduck' additional information about thc Venus atm_)sl)heru.
An ilnt)ortant additional feature of the Mariner 5 mt, asurt, munts ix thu
cxistt, nct, ol roughly identical b-band lnicr_)\vavt, attt'nuati_m i)r_lilt's in tht,
l'(,gi_)ll bc, tWecll :I(Iklll ;llld .iSI._ill (ill I)o[h tht? Illty tllld llight sidt'._ ¢)1 \'_'lltls.
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According to 1,'jeldbo et al. this feal.ure, [nassociationwithsub-adhtbatie regions
in the temperature profile, suggests the presence of two different cloud systems
separated in altitude by about 1Okra, Our work will lend support to this in-
terpretation.
'21 ........... J
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1. The sub-adiabatic region at 40kin
Ill order to work with dill, it which had received a lllillil_iul_l of l)rocc_ssillg,
values of P(t) mid T(t) were used to obtain the plgts of P(T) shown ill Figure 4.
Venera 4 data was obtained from two sources, T(t) from the telemetry data l)r¢,-
sented by Miekhnevich and Sokolov (1.969), and P(g) from Avduevsky et aL (1968).
Venera 5 and 6 data were obtained from Avduevsky et al. (1970a). Tabulated
Mariner 5 pressure and temperature data was obtained from Fjeldbo and was
plotted using an average atmospheric mean-molecular-mass of 43.3g/mole
corresponding to an atmosphere of 975{, CO 2 and 3_;{ Nee This atmlosphere is
consistent with the Venera composition measurements described by Vinog_adov
et al. (.1970) who obtained 97 a_4_,{.. CO 2, less than 2_.:/ N2, and up to 1.5% I120
vapor in certain regions.
It is aPt)arent from Figures 4 and 5(a) that the Venera 4 and Mariner 5
P(T) profiles show similar sub-adiabatic temperature regions at 370K (40kin)
and are almost identical except for a uniform displacement of the Venera pro-
files by '2_'i in pressure. The Venera 5 ttlld (J profiles are also separated from
Mal'itler 5 by a 28"{, pressure difference over 1retch of the measurement region
but they do not show the sub-adiabaI.ic region at 370K. This absence of a sub-
.J
adiabatic l'cgioll eottld be due to the .[ollowillg reasons: (a) the higher descent
Sl)Ced o1 the \'c.,llel'a ._ and _; vehicles, roughly 2.5 times larger than the descent
slK'e(I lt)]' Vent'l'il .i, llllI 3" hHVL' resulted in omissi_m of dcllti] ill thc _l:tta llt't'dt'd
t_ _lt'tt'l'lllillc tilt' I)l'C(.'isc shal_cs ()i' thp tt,llll)t,l'l/ltll't, llllt{ l)l't'bStll't' I_l'c)fil_'s ill
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tile sub-_lcli.batic rc_icm, (b) the sub-.dialmtic' region tonds to cli_q)l)c_ar from
plots of T(h) when h is obtained from parachute descent computaticms that
ignore the effect ol; the large vertical wind g_'adient resulting from our _lnnlysis
and shown in Figure 11 at 42km, or (e) the sub-adiabatic region is transient.
4
The almost identical shapes of the Venera 4 and Mariner 5 P(T) profiles at
i
1
three widely separated locations suggests that at the time of these measurements
the sub-adiabatic region at 40kin existed in a band about the Venus equator ex-
tending from 30° S to 30°N. _[_le fact that both above and below 40kin the Venera
P(T) profiles remained unchanged with th_e suggests that the Venera 5 and 6
telemetry data should be re-examined to determine whether it is possible that
the sub-adiabatic region existed 18 months after the Venera 4 and Mariner 5
measurements and may thus be either a recurring or permanent temperature
feature at the equatorial morning terminator and possibly in a band surrounding
the Venus equator.
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2. Th(' uniforn) 2S'_ ,SOl)uratJ.on ()f the, P(T) profiles
The good agl'ecment among the Venera P(T) l)rofil('s end ttl]1ong th(' Muriner
J'(T)l)rofiles,as is evident in l,'igm'e4, is u measure of the l)ermaneney of the
uniform 28',{separation and of the l)rceisionof both sets of measurements. It
is apparent from Figure 4 that at any temperature the sum of the deviations of
the Venera and Mariner profiles from their respective mean profiles, even in
the sub-adiabatic region, is a small fraction of the 28_;_separation.
We are unable to obtain an explanati..mof the uniform 28¢_iSCl)arationbased
upon systematic error in the Venera and Mariner measurements. It is apparent
from the description of the Venera 4 pressure and temperuture instruments given
by Avduevsky et al. (1969) thatthe separate or combined systematic error for
these instruments is not sufficientlylurge or properly distributed to account for
i the '28'; sel)aration. In the c-tse of Mariner 5, the Doppler frequency in thisregion o_ high atmospheric density is measurcd to better than one l)art in 104.
D, Tile relationsbetween l)ol)l)lerfrequency tlndray-bending, and between ray-
bending and refractivi_', have IJeen carefully ev'duated 1'\ l,'jeldbo et al. (J971),
_i by iHlinney end Anderson (1968), and by Fjeldbo and l.:shlenmn (1968) to the ex-tent that u COllSLal|t error of 28_.[ over tilt, l'[lllgC (J. 7 t() 7 atlllOS])hercs d:)us not
seem l)()ssiblc. Thc i)olurizability coefl'icients of C()_, N 2, lIIld ][2() tlSt'(] |'()1"the c()ll\'ersi()ll of reh'activity to tetllJ)t'l't/turt' illld [)r(2ssurc* have ])t't'll dt,terlllill(_d
m
__ " To cunw;rt from measurL'd refractivity N(N) to pressure we use the relations NIh) n(h) \" fi(hl tt i,
I
=_. ["ho
-} P(h) nih) k T(h), and T(h) ToN,)/N(h) _ m/IkN{h)l] N(h) g(h) r|h wher_ tl Ill/11 IS |hi} fraction of constituent
_.t w)th imlar,,'abihty u,. [)_:{cussion of the effect of water vapor on the temperature and pressure measurements is deferred
=] _))_tll,C,ect mn 3
-I r;
.-(
21_ . .. ,. ........
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111th(' L'Hn_(' ()J_[h(' Mtll'ill(']' 5 L('n]J_clYtLLL]'C'alld I)]'_]SSLI]'_' m("tstt]7('t]l('nts I)y ]']SSC'll
and Fl'o(Jmc (1951), and n_<)]'e l'¢,c,,ntiy 'l'yicc :lnd II()\va]'d (ig(H)) h:t\,e vcrific(I It
the CO 2 coefficients. ]'_l'Olllthe nleastlrenlentsnladC}])y],:ss(,iland ],'r()olll(2¢)f i
' I
I
the refractivityof a mLxture of CO2 and I120 vapor there is no evidence that it
differsf1"om the ref1'aetivitycomputed using the polarizabilitycoefficientsof the
separate constituents.
Wc shall see in Section 3 that correction el'the Mariner 5 P(T) profile to
account for effectof the Venus I]20 vapor content given by Vinogx+adov ct al.
(I970) removes the apparent converging of the P(T) profiles at 300K and thus
reinforces the assumption of the existence ()fa uniform 28(,;[separation. The
possibility that one or more unkno_m polar substances could cause the uniform
28+}{_separation was examined. It was found that not only would large amounts be
required, but the sensitivity of tile polarizability of these subst_mees to tem-
perature would .' cquirc mixing-z'atios which vary roughly as tile inverse of
temperature. No reason has been found which suggests a highly specialized
mLxing-ratio profile of large size and unusual shape.
The remaining paranlc_er used in determining tile Mariner 5 P(T) profile is
n_, tilt:mean-molecular-mass of tileatmosphere. Reduction of the value of tilt,'
avt'rage SCl)aration between the Maz'iner 5 and Venera 4 P(T) profiles to zero
l'cquir('s that m_,tt. 2g/lnole, but thi_ e×l)edient encounters diffic, uItics, I,'(>r a
carbon dioxide and nitrogen atlllOSl)hCl'¢' tilt, recluirt,d S2.5"/ C()2/1 7.5'# N 2 is in
disag_'eement with b(,th the C() 2 and the N2 llleltStil'(_lll('llts of _'illogradov et aI.
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(1970). ]J"we slipp_sc :i InthllitJ\'e atino:qfllci.'u :Is ,_li_,st(,(l lJ>' Sue,_s (19Ii.l), we
can obtain nn atnlosl_hm'e el ,_'<' C()_/'12'/ N_', but M,_'., (-',()2 is still ccm,_idc]ull_ly
less than the 9;.l';.minimunl amount duterniinc_d by \'inl4or:ldov. An atm_Slfllm'e
of 93'_,,C02/7',<"liesatisl'iesthe minmmm C02 requirement but because of tlw
g1"eaterescape rate of lieboth dLll'illgand after the formation of Venus, the
aluount of ile remaining is cunsidel'ed to be n]uch less than that of No. 1,'urther-
more, the measurement method used by Vinog_-adov rcqui.ves that the total
quantity of gases such as Ite, Ne, and A_" which would remain in the gas analyzer
chamber after the analysis was comldeted cannot exceed the 4_.:;- uncertainty in
the CO2 measurements or the 2'7 unc.ertaJnts' in the N 2 measurement. The 3<;{
Ne we have assumed to exist in the atanOSl)llere apl)ears possible, but neither
the suggested 12'{ Ne or 7<i', lie which are required for i5 :: 41.2 g/mole arc
I
consistent with Vinogradov's measurement errors. * Finally, we can see in
f that tl'e of _ : 4.l. 2g/mole to eliminate tim separation1,'igure 5(b) use avcl'age
i
i, results in a pool'er fit of tl_e Venera 4 and Mal'incr 5 P(T) profiles than does a
! 28'.i. translation in pressuye with [5 . 43.3g/mole. **
K tl. i)ellllallent consLant-pcrcentage pressure-separatiou or the equivalent
.replied tenll)c'ratul'c-sel)arati,m o1' file P(T) profiles is tl. chal'actcristic o[ the
Vc,nus :ltmosphcrt_ and not duc to l]leasurellic'llt dit'ficultius, matching the sllapus
' We have studied the descriptions of the equipment and techniqdes used by Vinogradov anti conclude that the error hlnlh,
of his measurelnents are reasonable. See also Surkov et el. (1970).
• " 1-he wilier vapor corrm:tmn described in Secliol] [] has not been al)phed lo the MaNner 5 curves m F iqure 5.
,, 1, ......
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of Lh(' Mn]'in(,r an(I t.hc \/enc ca 1_('1') I)]'c)lil('_ 'l_ in Fi_u]'(' 5(n) w_)ul(I (,hal)l(' (m(,
t() deLe]'lllil]e Lh(' nl(_ttn-lll()l('(;tllal'-lllfl,'.;,_ ()[ Lho V(qltlt-:, llLm,')sl)h('l'e, l,']'()m this
lirocedure a nlean-nlolecular-mass is ol)tained which lies in the interval 43. l to
44, 0 g/mulo.
Because of tim aplmrent lack of "my satisfactory measurement-difficulty
explanation for the uniform 28'.;/ separation we qrt' led to assume that the separa-
tion is a characteristic of the Vellus atmosphere and to search for some physical
basis for this characteristic. \Ve are unable to relate the 28"/ separation to the
longitu(les of the mc, asurcmel_t positions. In the body-fLxcd coordinates of
Figure 6 there is shown a \Vestward longitu(le l)rOgression of 0°, 2_ °, and 90 °
for Vencras.t and 5, and the Mariner 5 exit, hutthercis no apparent related
l)rogression in the sel)aration of the P(T) profiles in Figm'e 4. If, as suggested
,, in _cction 6 the truc Vunera 4 entry was 20 ° \V of the l)osition given by Avduevsl_y,
f the Vencra entry positions in Figm'c (i are now more closely bunched. The re-
sulting increased asymmc, try of the Ven('ra l)ositions with respect to the Ma.viner
5 exit and entry l)ositions then suggests that the Mariner 5 day and night P(T)
l)roliles Mmuld show a longitude del)ulKlence, but it is seen that they arc identical.
The fact that in the solar co()rdinatu systc, m of Fi_ure I the V('nera mcasurt,-
lilt'IllS till htl\'U :II)(KIt tllu Stllllt' S('l;IIl'alJoll in lungitu(Ic [1'()111 th( _ Mtll'illCl" I]I(_il.SLll'U-
nwnts ,suggests that the cause t)f the 2s",, SCl)arati()n is lnOl'e siinl)ly rc, latt'd to
the solar c(,urclinatc system than t() the hody c()ortlinat(' systuin. [[()wc, vt,r, the
location ()l thu sun 11(,Ii1"lh(' I)()siti(m of the M'lrinc,r 5 signal exit illtl'(_(itlCC'S all
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s()la]' and I)()dy-fixecl c,ool'dinilLc systcms, in 1,'igul't' 17 iL can I)c, sccn Lh:lt the,
i)()silicms of the VollOl'tl itll(t _]ttl'int'l' IIIt',tLSLII'L?III(211IZS ill l'clatiof to the _t,C)lll_,tl'iL!
_]Ittl)_' of the oqtl_ttol'i_tl l)lano _tl1(lL() t]1_' l)}'In(2t cenlol'-Of-111ttss :llso Jail t() ])l'()-
\'idc an CXlfianation for the separation of the' P(T) profiles.
Both the solar cool'dinate system of i,'iglll'(, 1 till(I the body-fixed coordinate
systt'm o1' Figure (i have the hltitude l)rOg_'ession of 3, 6. 15, and 30 ° for
Vencras 6, 5, .t, and Mal'incr 5 vesl)cctively but in Figln'e 4 we st:c no apparent
related (lisl)lact'ment of the P(T) l)roliles. It is l)ossiblc, of course, that a non-
linear relation exists. 13oycr all(1 Gttcl'in (19G9), for cxaml)lc, show a non-
linear variation of tht' Sl)ced of the equat()vial wind with lai:itude.
]jlgel"soll (197 0) shows that the c,ff_'ct of an equatorial bancl oi high Sliced
horiz()ntal winds is to create a (lecreasc in the height of the isobars as httitudt_
increases, llis exl)lanati()n can account for the unif()rmity of tb., I)ressul"e
scl)aration of tht, 51al'incr :Hld Vcncra I)(T) l)rolilt_s and ful'nishes a non-linear
d(,crcase of is()l)ar h_,i,_ht with latitud('. Ilowtwcr, tht' decrease ,If is()l)ar lwight
which lit' ol)(xlins in g()ing from the \'t,nera i)osititms ncar tilt, equator t() tht,
Mul'incr 5 positions at~3() ° from the equator is an order of ma,,.,nitu(Ic small(,r
than tilt' 2.5Kin dr,el'cast' indicated I)y the 2,_'/ St'l)ai'ation.
"I'ht_lll()dificati()nof ]llgt'l'soll'sWoI'I<,)i'tilt'LiSt'()I;Iny ,)tht'l'tht'()l'yU)()})-
t;tintiw dcsil't,,l(It,cl't'ast,t){'2.5},n_in is()}):u"ht,i_ht¢,nc()unt_'t'sw,)({ifliculti(,s.
l_t't,i)Us(' tht: j_l;il'itlt'l' ,5 l)l('SsUl't ' I:l'()lilt' lit 30 ° l_tittld_' is tht' l'a(litls I'l,l('l'cnt'('
[()
........ I I i I -- _ II I II I I I I _ I _ " _l
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use,el l'cw the, \'enc,]'a data ut the c,quat<)r, the rc'cluh'ed '_. 5kin decrease in isoba:r
height with latituck, is reflected as a 2.5kin increase Ln the Vcnera cleterminecl
\'aJuc for the scmi-mincn' :uxis of Venus. The resulting \:cnera senli-minor :uxis
value of 6057kn1" is in reasonable ag_'ecmc, nt with the value of 6055. S -l. 4Jcm
obtained by Ash ct al. (1967), but in t)ooy agl'ocnlcnt with the wduc of 6053.7
*.2.2kin gi\'en by Melbourne et al. (1968). ** The suggestion that Vcnoras 5,
6, and 7 may have descended in regions where tile surface was 2-3kin higher than
Melbourne's radius value is only wcaldy tenable since :t radius of 6053.7kin
leads roan average surface pressure of 77 atmosl)heres, iMuhlenmn (li}70) con-
eluded that CO l alone could account for the opacity uf the atmosphere for nlicl'o-
waves if tile surface pressure was as high as 78.5 :_tmosl)heres. Thus a surface
pressure of 77 atlllOSl)]le, ros accounts for allllost till of tile nleasl.ll'(2d nlicF()\vav('
opacity and essentially excludes the additional atmospheric attenuation measured
by Fjeldbo et al. (i971) in the vicit_ity of 40kin anti also excludes the finding of
lh>llacl,: and Morrison (1970) that a source of nlicrowave opacity in aclclitiun to
carboI1 dioxide is required to nlatch t]lt, llliCl'OWaVC emission spc'ctrtlnl nlcasuro-
111 k'lltL4,
The second dKfieulty encountered if wc atteml)t to ¢)btain a 2.5kin clvcreasc'
ill surface raclius at 30 ° latitude is related to the fact that, cxevl_t for a minor
temperature del)endence, Venus isobars llltlst follow the gl"a\'itational shal)c -f
• See Section 11.
' ' Since the majority of the Earth ha_d rarDr measurements were made near the time of m|erlor conlunctlon, see F igure
17, the rest, Its are beheved to be D_ased toward a semHninor ax=s value.
11
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tt
llw i)]an(,I. The \':zlu(' t)l" (-5_|()) (L()) "6 l'_)r the J"2 _r:txi,t:dional ,,.()cl'ficient eft)-
rained I)y :\lld(.,rs_)n and l.:frcm (1!,69) fr_)m their an:,lysis ()l,the Marincr 5 cn-
cotir}l('l' wilh Velltl.s Jll(lJc;A,t(.,s `thai ,tile di]'fcrence between the polar and e(.jtl:t,torJ;tl
radius oflhc average gra\'i,talional fi_ure of Vcnu._ is of `the or(]or _]" i00 mc[_,rs
rather tllalL the l'e(.ltlJl'e({ "2.5knl of m()rc. * IIo\ve\'c]', `the equatorial ,tol)ography
shown in Figtt.t'e lfi, tile equatorial cquil)otential profile of Shapiro et al. (1972),
and file radar nml)S of Golcls,tei|L and I{ttmsey (l!;70) and Campl)ell et al. (1970)
Stlggc,s,t lhat thet'o is a l)rol)ttl)ility, ;/Ilhot.lKh sonlcwhal :snlalI, that ,tile "_.,
separation was caused b.\ lhe existallce ()l" ::inailar local dCl)ressions of roughly
2.5kin in tile equil)otcn,tial stir[aces at the Mariner 5 entry mKt exit l)osititms.
The i)ossil)ili,ts Iha,t ,these (lel)ressitms are Zc)llal rather ,thall local seems t() be
ruled ()t(l)V tile ftw,t that they \\crc not observed as hot bands 1)5 the n_iert)xx'avc
in,terfet'ome,tet' illeasurel_letlts of SilLClair et al. (1972) discussed l)el,()\\. Bul
local del)rcsshme:, xvhilc CXlflainingihe '>""_,'s _ separation, Ic',ld again la a scmi-
lll:tjt)l" axis value of (_(1571,1111,
Fin:lily wc shall ex:tminc tile pt)ssibilitv t)l a latitude dCl)endencc of `tiLt'
hcighl ()l' Vt,llti._-isoli/.Cl'lllS ;is :Ill CXplalL:tli_)n I'_)r lilt, Selml'ali()n _)I 'tilt' l_('l ")
,Primordial Ve/lu:_ 0ccordm 9 to Singe_ (1970) might he expected to have hacl il prograde spin wrth a i)prm_l 10 to 20
hours. I or a |lind body this would correspond to i)olar radius del)res';i -_ • of roughly lOOkm and 20km resl_ec:l_vely
For the present rotation period of :243 days we obtain a iJokir rathus depress,on of Ihe_ order of 100 meHt_rs f:Ir a fh,_,t
body.
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profiles. We assume constant isol)ar height and using Figure.t it is seen that
for a _,iven isobar there is an increase in temperature with latitude or, in
equivalent terms, an increase in the height of the isotherms with latitude.*
This increase of temperature with latitude is consistent with the enhanced polar
brightness observed by means of the microwave interferometcr measurements
of Sinclair el el. (1972). They find that the enhanced brightness is equivalent
to that obtained for a spherical planet with both poles 16 + 2.5K hotter than the
cquator and that the temperature (liffcrence between the poles is less than 3K. **
Thus we must search for those causes for Sinclair's "hot poles" wilich may
at the same time contrilmtc to an explanation of the separation of the P(T)
1)rofiles.
• Possil)lc causes for "hot poles" are:
i a) A concentration of internal i)l'met-heating--sources at the poles leading to
a higher (eml)erature than at the equator.
t
! "In the Venera measurement region the pressure separation of the P(T) profiles is a constant 28% of the pressure,
independent of altitude. But the temperature separation is somewhat variable with altitude and thus e sim_}le
i temperature transformation between the Mariner and Venera P(T} profiles will not be su:ficient. It is possible, however,
that a simple temperature transformation is the proper first order solution and that the unresolved temperaturedifferences represent second order eftects in-}he Venus atmosphere. The identifmation and explanation of second order
effet-ts will reqmre extensive in situ Venus measurements such as those planned in the Venus Pioneer program.
• 'The magnitude of the inferred pole temperature usbased on the assumption of a sphermal Venus model w0th 99.35%
CO2, and with surfac'e i_ressure, temperature, anti rathus values of 1013 atmospheres, 751K, and 13050km. Although the
substatution of a new f_,odel cannot change the fact of the measJrement of enhanccxf brightne<" :_t the poles nt wouM be
worthwhile to obtain an improved value for the inferred pole temperature. Our suggested ft_t lel is developed m thts
paper end comprises a spherical planet with the atmospheric structure given m Table 2 and the water van')or l)rofdes
discussed m Section 3. The model should also attempt to assess any possible effects due If) the precq_ntatmn anti clouds
d0scussed nn Sect0ons 9 and 10.
]
!
I
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w'_r
I)) Atmosl)herie conditions leading to greater direct ()t" indirect solar energy
deposition in tile polar region than in the equatorial region.
c) An oblate geometric planet figure and a spherical gravitational planet
figure which result in greater atmospheric density at the poles than at tile
equator.
d) Greater planet surD.ce-emissivity in the .)lar regic;ns thm_ at tile equator.
e) Atmospheric conditions which encourage a larger rate of energy loss from
the planet surface at the equator than at the poles leading to a cool equator.
No support has been found for a symn_etrical distribution of internal planet
heating sources w},ich woukl lead to "hot poles"; nor have we been able to
discern atmospheric conditions which would lead to greater solar energy de-
position at the poles than at the equator. The analysis by Anderson and Efron
(1969) of the Mariner 5 encounter with Venus indicates that the diffel'ence be-
tween tile polar and equatorial radius of the Veneroid, the gravitational figure
of Venus, is of the order of 10() meters. A crude estimate indicates that i! is
)lece_sary for the polar radius of the ge()meirie figure t() })e 2kin less than the
l)¢)lar radius of tile Velleroid in order it) ()btain the :ttm()sl)herie (lenity increase
required for the measured l)olar brightness enhaneem'.'nl. .\ c(,nsiderati(m ¢)1'
Earth tOl)(Hgral)hy and of the Venus tol>OgralflU nlt'asul'L'lllt'lltS ()f Cami)l_('ll t't ;tl.
(1 972) discussed in Set'tim_ 11 suggests that a 2kin (lei)ressi[)n of b(_th l)oles
11
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l)t,h)w tile Vener{)id is tt plausil)le explanation f()r hot poles. But this exl)lanati(n_
(l()es not at the same time contribute in any way to an Cxl)lttnation of the separa-
titan of 1he P(T) profiles and thus we are reluctant to accept it. It is possible,
of course, that the two effects are not directly related and require separate
explanations.
According to Sh_elair et al. (i_J72) "substantial surface differentiation, with
rock at the equator _;rading to sand at the poles, could l)roduee... " the same
effect as enhancedl)olar surface emissiviiy. The possibilit:: must be (:onsidered
(ha( the poles are cooler than the equator and are covered x_iih a eondensaie
which is fine grained and/or has a higher emissivity than the nominal l)lanet
surface material with the resell of a net brightening of the poles. This exphma-
' tion is consistent with both ()ul" normal exl)ectation ()f cold lx)les and with the
} possibilit\{)fa cloud ofc(_n(lensed material near the equatorial surface.* Iiut!
in ol'(ler t() explain the sel)aralion of (he P(T) l)r()files it is now required thai
1he mi(I-laiilude region be warmer than either the equato." or the pc)les.
There Pc'mains the l)ossibility ()f a e()ld equator eXl)lanati()n f()r "h_)t )olcs .
"l'hc visil)le c\i(lence to1" a thick eh)ud C2"* \vhich is featureless in the rv(I and
inl'ra-rcd and c.()vcPs the entire light side t)fVenus, the S-band aIienuati()n
t.
t
I
i "Se(Iv)n,; ,q and 1O
I " "Set:l_o*_10.
!
; I 5!
(
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evidence of Fjeldl)o et al. (1!_71) for thick lower clouds C;I and C t forming a
wide Imnd about the equator, along with possibleVcnera 7 evidence for cl_mcls
C5 and C6 suggests that the b:mn(htry of the V(_,llllS lleliosphcre is well above
the planet surface. Below this boundary the l)rh_c[I)al source of energy is the
planet interior.* If the planet internal-energy-sources are uniformly distri-
buted, any variation in surface temperature such as a cool equator, or any
wind system which lies beneath the bound'try of the Heliosl)here must have
associated witi_ it some variation in the structure and/or motion of the atmos-
phere which affects the rate of loss of energy from the phmet surface, and the
origin of tills varhttion in the structure and motion of the atmosl)here must Lie
above the boundary of the Ileliosphere. It is clear that a major part of the
equatori:tl 1)and of hig'h speed retrograde horiz_mtal winds discussed in Section 1;
lies within the tlelic_sl)here and must be examined 1ooth as to its ability to effect
a cool equator** and its sttit:tl)Jlit 5' in explaining the temperature separation
of the P(T)l)r_Hiles.
B_Hh l)_lar heatinpi and equ:ttorial ccnHing' C'XlHarmthmb of Sinclair's results
suggest lhe existpnce _1 it c,Jrc'ulation cell \vith ec.)l air desc't, llclJng al the equ:l--
till' _111(I \\':.ll'lllillg ;tn¢] t'Jsin,_ lls it tl"t\'C'lS l_\\_tl'd lhe l_ole. [t iS t'le_tl" lhill stlt'h
:l cell ,',,.mid el'l'ecl :In illel't'_lSt? ill is(dherlll hL'ipiht with lalitmle as is require¢l in
eXld;mali_n_l'the separation c_tthe P(T) pmH'iles, The substantial equatorial
• Ftansen and Matsush,ma (196/) discuss thus possibdity for the case of e dust cloud. We find no ev=dence at the surface
for winds of sufhcient strength to ranse dust and as d_scussed in Sectaon 10 would substitute condensates for dust. It _s
S_oss,hle, however, that there e×nsts dust of volcanic c." cosmic orngm.
' ' Tim coohng rate at the equator is rmlmred to he rou£|hly ["_ gregll'er than thai ,'it the {roles.
L ....
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dclown-draft c)bt_linucl Ix, low 18kin from ore" :mnlysL_ of the' \'c,nc,r:l 7 data, and
,..o.,. • circulation may take l)lacc in the lowersh()wn in Fi_lrc l l, su._csts that such a
regions of the atmosl)hcrc. The Vcncra 4, 5, 6, and 7 data indicate that this
down-draftmay bca permanent feature* in the vicinity of the equatorial morning
terminator, but as yet no evidence has been found which indicates that the down-
draft occupies a band about the equator as might be expected for a general
equator-to-pole circulation.
If it is assumed that escaL)e of energ 5' from the l)lanet surface takes place at
the equator in relation to the equatorial band of high speed winds, [tnd at the
poles due to rising currents, a search must bc made for evidence for these
conditions in tim _-i4 micron** 1. R. maps of atmospheric tcml)craturc by
Murray _'t al. (1963) and \Vustphal c't al. (1965). In a number of insktnces.
particularly when the sub-earth point is near the dark side of the morning
terminator, these maps yiuld temlx'raturc contours which are c:lc)ng:_ted in the
direction of tho equatoriaL wind I)clt and show an abrupt increase in tcml)craturc
gl"adient abovu 15 - 20 ° latituclu in a l'cgion whore wu SUl)l)OSCthu wind Sl)uuct
(It,crc,lls(,d rtvl)iclly. _:" An(I in (mu inntanc(, near th(, S_)uth p_)l(' thurc is a 2500kin
di:lmt, tur hot region which mugge,sts rising air ¢'urruntm. hi i_enural, hc)w-
uvc'r, thu maps and thuir clusuril)tions inclicatu that if coul)lin_ uxists l_(,t\\ucn
' Set! Sectton b.
• " Act:ordmg to Chamberlain (1965) this emission originates from a re,qion where the atmosphere(: temperature is 255K.
Corresllondm,q pressure and alttiude |rein Table 2 are 0.2,5 atmos, and 55kn]. The_ourceot th_sem_ss_on _sbeheved
to be the _oi_ l)ortlon of the ¢te,Lsc w,sible `qlohal cloud C2 discussed m Sm:hon 10.
• " " St!(: Sf'ctlo0 [i.
17
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the' tcmpc, raturc_' contours and tht_ equatorial and c,quator-l_olc_ circulations it is
variable and may be influenced 1)3' l)osition o[ the sun and/(_r hy teml,oral v:tria-
tions in atmospheric motions. Goody (1965) suggests that in this region
"dynamical activity .... must be comparable to that on Earth and l)erhal)s
stl'Ollgel'."
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3. \Vat(,r vtll)()l' collt(_ll(.
In Figure ,t in the vicinity of ;t001< the \,'(,nel:a .I aml 5, an(I the 51"lrincr 5
I)(T) l)rofilcs c()n\'ergc. A oarcful study (ff this al,l)arentb()un(htry to tile Sel)ara-
tion of the P(T) profiles is iml)ortant to our furt]wr understanding ()f thv cause
of the separation. \\'e shall first consider whether error in the initial pressure
and temperature measurements of the Venera 4 and 5 probes ctul b(2 the cause, of
tile convergence. Then we shall examine the effect on the convergence oferroP
in the Marinel 5 measurements.
Five sources from which initial Venera nlea_,,arement error might arise
have been identified: digital system "initial error", initial ,gauge-response-
error, systematic gauge measurement-error, frostin_ of the teml)erature sen-
sor, and other-gauge interposition. In a digiLal data system we have no means
h
ID
for detel'mining whether the tirst measurement nmnber returned tel)resents the
begliming, center, o1" en( measurement cticoding Thus,
ol the interval. for
Vencr'as 4 a3_(I 5, the' first prPssure alld tcml)erature Jncasuremcnt lltllllbcYs
llltiSt ill each illS_ttllC(' 1)(! less than or CCltltt[ to tilt, true \'it[tit's of l)l'(,ssurc ltll(t
tt, llll)k, rtttUl'C which, if ]<llo\vn_ (2ou|d illcrL,ttsc l]lt, rtltc t)f conv(,l'g[,l|[,(,, lllllillttlil]
the profiles as they arc, (u" sustaill the unif(,"ll_ '2S'/ SC,l)aration. Initial gauge-
resl)(msc-crror is related to the ability of the gauge sensor t() adjust itseli to
ambicnt c()nditi(ms ill tilt' illteYv:ll betxvccll dcploynlt_llt alld the first Jllc'asurv-
merit. F()r the Vcnera ,t l)l't's,_Ul"(' gaUg(.' dr'SOl'ilK'({ I)> .\\'ducvsky Pt aI. (I 9{P,'))
• In the examlde of d_gital measurement shown m t i_tlI_ 12 constder the i)roblem of constructing the true tt_llll)erature
l)rofile if the ftrst measurement roturf_had occurred at "t4.bm.
=a"
-!: 1 !l
i
I
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and an apl)rol)ri,qt(' gns inlet-system w(, (_stimate a total tim(,-c(msbult oi roughly
0.2 see and thus the error in the initi'tl l)ressure-gaugc-r('sl)ons¢' is assumed t()
})c negligible. For the Venera 4 and 5 initial descent speeds of l0 and 30 m/s
we estimate a temperature sensor time-constant of less than 2 seconds. * Since
the temperature of the stowed sensors did not differ g]'eatly from the ambient
temperature at the time of deployment, we expect that negligible initial tem-
perature measurenmnt error was obtained. (_.u" estimates of possible systematic
g'm,,,' error indicate that systematic error in either the pressure or the tem-
perature, singly, is probably not sufficient, but that the combination of a de-
ficiency in pressure with an excess in temperature is sufficient to achieve the
observed convergence. Frosting of the temperature sensor would reduce the
2, ,,( separation.measured temperatures and thus tend to restore the uniform ' 8'
Error due to other-gauge interposition occurs when a pressure or temperature
measurement switch-point is not recorded because information from another
gauge is l)eing transmitted at the time. This kind of error can be significant and
is seen in the Venera 4 temperature data given by MicMmevich and Sokolov (1969).
It is al)l)arent at this point that there are enough sources oil sufficiently
large error to iml)ly that both the agreenmnt of the initial Vcnera 4 and 5 P(T)
values ttll(I the Ct)llvL, rgenct_ of the _htrhler and Venera l)rofiles are fortuitous,
The [act that the t'xtral)tdated \,'ent. ra-i point el Vinog-ra(l()v et al. (1970) shown
' An examination of the response of temperature measuring instruments which are believed to be s,rmlar to the IS-164AI
Vener:l A thermometer descrd)ed I)y Avduevsky et al. (1969) showed that tot the .slowest instruments the max,mum
tnne-constant was less than It seconds. After correction, or for an instrument sDecifically designed for descent probe use.
likely values for the telnl]erature measurement time.constant are less than 2 seconds.
20
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ill l"igltre 7 supports the convergence can I)e attril)utcd to its having been ()b-
taint, d, in l)art, by me:ms (,t' an exti'al)ol_ti(m ot' tlw initial Venm'a ,t and 5 ])r(,s-
sure measurements. * But it is also possible that thcse em'oz's were not realized,
or that they cancelled, with the result that the initial Venera P(T) values are
cm-rect. We al'e unable to detm'mine the validity of the initial \renm-a P(T)
values, but because of the importance of the question of convergence we shall
further examine the possibility of error in the Mariner 5 P(T) profiles.
h_ the discussion of the uniform 28% separation in Section 2 it is shown that
the only reeog_lizable source for subs 'tantial iota____/1error ill the 51aI'illO1" 5 P(T)
profiles is local distributions of l)olar substances. This fact suggests an exami-
nation of the effect of the I120 content of the at/nosphel'e. Shown in Fig_rc 7 is
an estimate of the combined water and ice content of the atmosphel'e by
VinogTadov et al. (1970); the water vapor sat_lration cm've; an extrapolated
Venera 4 P(T) point by Vinogradov; and the Vencz'a 4, 5, and 6 watcz" vtlpof
measurements described by Vinogl'adov et al. (1968, 1970). I,'ollowing the
method of Corkum (1952), the estimated water and ice content were considm'ed
to 10chart like dielectric sl)lleres imbedded il_ a homogeneous dielectric of Ct) 2,
No, and water vapor, and an upper limit of one l)al"t in 10 a was obtained fl)r the
em'rcction required for the Mariner 5 refractivi_' measurements. It is clear
that incz'casing Vinogl'ad()v's estimated water and ice content by as much a
" The temperature value for Vinogradov's point is obtained by the extralmlation of his water val)or measurement to
intersect the saturation line.
'21
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.laetor ot' 10 2 would ha\,o a m,gligilfl¢_ cff¢'ct on the ln:Csstu.'e and teml_¢_l'atur_'
calculated from the refraetivikv.
The Vencra water vapor measurements shown in l:igurc7 were obtained by
means of electrolytic(e)and nlanolneter (n])instrun_cnts. At 298|< \:cl]el'a5
measurement V5m iv likelyto be accurate since the manometer instrument is
believed to have had a small range and a linear output. For measurements VSe
at 298K and at 423K both electrolyticinstruments were saturated and the
measurements thus set a lower-bound on the water vapor content at these tem-
peratures at the thole and phlce of the Venera 5 measurements. Saturation iv
expected within a cloud and thus the fact that V5nl lies close to the saturation
value in a region where a dense and continuous cloud C2" iv believed to exist
at all times can be interpreted as an indication of both the accuracy of VSm and
the continuity in time and space of C2. For this reason we shall select the
saturation curve to represent permanent planet wide conditions for tile region
249.5K (56kin) to 285K (52kin). Venera 6 measurement i:6m iv also believed
to be accurate and is used with V6e and VSnl to obtain tile crude Venera 6
profile shown in Fil4uce 7. Fol" Vcncra 4, V-te repl"esents saturation o[the
electrolytic in,,_tl'umcnl, and V,lnl rcl)rescnts a water vapor content less than
the minimam value llleaSlll':.tb)c b V tile lllllllOlllplel ' instrument° Thus for an
initial trial corl'ectioll el tilt, Marincl' 5 P(T) profiles we usc the Venera 6
wafer \'al)()l' l)nffile.
" See Sedion 10.
,) o
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The inm_ense in r{'h'+'t¢'tJvJty (hit, t+_the, Vel+t,ra (_ writer rill+or l+r<>fil¢. was
c(mq_ttted usJl+ R tilt> work +_ l,',ss¢,ll :tnd I,'r(n+me (195 t) and was sul)trIlete(t h't>111
tile measured Mariner 5 refractivity. The resulting refractivity profile was
used to compute the corrected Mariner 5 P(T) proi'ile given by the dashed line
in Fig_tre 7. \re i'ind tlmt the water vat)or correction has restored tile 28'5i+
separation both at the Vinog:t'adov point and at the initial Venera 4 and 5 measure-
ment points. +ks a result of this additional consistency it shall toe assumed that,
despite our earlier fh.ding of the possibility for si+-nificant error, the actual
error in the initial Venera 4 and 5 pressure and temt)erature measurements is
small and that there in an initial 2_", sep'tration of the Mariner and Venera P(T)
prufiles.
At 315K U_e Vencra 6 water v'tpor correction has resulted in a 45+i Selmra
tion of the P(T) profiles. As an exercise we construct in Figure 7 a Mariner 5
water val)or l)rofile which will everywhere result in a 28+); separation of the
Mariner 5 and Venera 4 P(T) profiles. We then search for a possible justifica--
tion for this procedure by examining the implications of the differenee between
tilt' assumed Mariner 5 water vapor profile and the measured \'chert: _i water
wiper profile. ]f the proposed Mariner 5 water wtl)or pr Jfile is eorreet, the
Venera ,i and Mariner 5 (lattt present a sub-adialmtie region tit 302K (49.5l_P.t)
which, like the sub-adialmticregionttt370K, apparetltly extends from :10°S to
3()°N in tt I)ttnd about the equator, l,'urtherJnore, the Vcnera 5 l_('l ') (lat_
23
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obtained 1 8 months lnler sug_ests that in the vicinity o£ the equatorial mornin,_
terminator tile ,_ub-adiabatic reg'itm at :,02K is eithel" recurrent ()r l)(_l'lllant_llt.
We now examine a llumbt;r of possible inq)licai.ions of the (liffcrcnce I)ctween
tile Venera 6 water vapor profile and the water vapor profile propose(I for the
Mariner 5 entry and exit positions:
a) The difference is due to small-scale and possibly variable conditions at
the Venera 6 descent region.
b) The difference is long_tude dependent. At the equatorial morning termi-
nator the Venera 4, 5, and 6 water vapor profiles are identical and un-
changing, mad in the vicinity' of the sub-solar and anti-solar points the
Mariner 5 day and night water vapor profiles arc identical and unchanging,
!
but ditterent from tile Veneru profile.
c) 'rile difference is latitude dependent and unchanging.
d) The difference is time del)cndent and independent of latitude and longitude.
The band of high speed retrog_'qde horizontal winds surrounding the equator
seems to have succeeded in establishing identical day and night-side Mariner
5 P(T) and water vapor profiles, despite tile ga'eat separation of the measure-
ment regions and tile g_'eat difference in incident energT. This fact suggests
that a difference between Venera 6 and Mariner 5 entry water val)or profiles,
both of which are on the night-side, is not likely to be due to local an(t possibly
variable sinai l-scale conditions or to be related to longitude.
u. t
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K it is assumed that, despite the band of high speed retrog_'ade horizontal
winds, the Venera 4 water vapor proi'ile differs from the Mariner 5 profile and
is identical with the Vcnera 6 profile, the change in tile water vapor profile with
latitude must occur between the Venera 4 position at 15°N and the Mariner 5
position at 30° N. It is in this region that the increase in isotherm height with
latitude indicated by the separation of the P(T) profiles is obtained, but as yet
we are unable to explain how a sharp decrease in water vapor content at 310K
might be related to an upward displacement of the isotherms.
It' it is assumed that the Venera 4 and Mariner 5 water vapor profiles are
identical, then any change in the water vapor profiles with latitude must have
taken place between the Venera 6 location at 6° latitude and the Venera 4 loca-
tion at 15° latitude. It is in this region that Boycr and Guerin (1969) find a
rapid decrease in the speed of the retrograde horizontal winds with increasing
latitude. We are left with the suggestion that the slow decrease of water vapor
content with decreasing altitllde shown by tile Venera 6 wnter vapor profile may
be due to the existance of higher wind speeds at low latitudes. *
I_astly we consider the possibility that at any time thu w, rtieal distribution
of water vapor is roughly the same within a 60 ° band surrounding the equator
and that the difference between tile Vcnera 6 and Mariner 5 water vapor proi'il_,s
tel)resents a change in the vurtical distribution of waWr wqmr with time.
" The sharp decrease in Mariner 5 water vapor content at 315K" (47.3km) in Figure 7 corresponds to an at)parent
minimum in the Venera 4 horizontal wind speed at 47.3km in Figure 10. We do not attempt to relate the two effects at
this time because of uncertainty as to the proper procedure for analysis of the Venera 4 winds data.
'25
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Variations with time of the water wq)or content in the vicinity of 20 to 30knl
altitude may have been observed by Jones etal. (1972) in their measurements
c_f18.5 to 24.0 Gtlz Venus radiation (a) near inferior conjunction in J.,¢}64,
(b) during a period including the Venera 4 and Mariner 5 encounters with Venus
in October of 1967, and (c) for a four month period starting in January of 1968.
They _¢uggest that during the Venera 4 and Mariner 5 encounters in 1967, the
water vapor content in the measurement re_on wa_ _,.1_,_<_or less by volume
and was essentially unobservable, but that near the 19.. i_erior conjunction
and also during the period from 3 months to 7 months following the Mariner 5
e_.counter with Venus the observations were compatible with the presence of
l)Ossibly 3 times the minimum observable amount of water vapor. The absence
of water vapor in October of 1967 is, of course, consistent with the reduced
water vapor content assumed for Mariner 5 in order to maintain the 28S'{,separa-
tion of the Mariner and Venera P(T) pr¢_files.* The subsequent measurements
made by Jone,_ ctal. in 1968 indicate that a time interval of from 3 to 7 months
may characterize the variability of the large-scale vertical distribution of
water val;or. ** The water vapor measurements raise the interesting question of
where did the water go during the 1967 encounter and why.
'The Mariner 5 and Venera 6 water vapor profiles yield average water vapor mixing ratios of 1.1 (10) "4 and 2.5 (10) "4 for
the region from O to 60kin. Total water vapor content i_ 9 g/cm 2 and 20 g/cm 2 respectively.,.
"*It should be noted that there is a lar_;echange in the solar coordinate longitude of the sub-Earth point on Venus between
the time of the October 1967 encounter and the er;d of tl,e measurement period 3.7 months following this encounter.
Thus the increased water vapor content which was nbserved could be described as either a transient or longitude effect.
Earher m this sect,on we dismiss the poss_bllity of a Iong_ttule effect.
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4. Winds dat,n
Venus winds arc obtained by means of the Venera 7 temperature and Doppler
measurements published by Avduevsky et al. (1971a) and shown in Figure 8.
Because of difficulties inherent in one-way Doppler systems and arising also
from deterioration of the Venera 7 parachute, the Doppler data must be examined
in detail.
!
The Doppler frequency depends mainly upon the rate-of-separation of the
Venus probe transmitter and the Earth receiver caused by (1) the rate of separa- ]
tion of the centers-of-mass of Earth and Venus, (2) the rotations of Earth and
Venus, and (3) the vertical and horizontal motions of the Venus probe as it de-
scends to the surface. * That portion of the total separation-rate caused by
Earth and Venus motions can be predicted accurately and has been subtracted
by Avduevsky from the total separation-rate to obtain fo which is thus related
only to motion of the Venus probe relative to tlle Venus surface.
From 2.8" to 13'" the Venera 7 probe descended with a reefed paraci,ote.
The abrupt change in the slope of fo at 3.8 _ in Figure s is found to be due pri-
marily to the peak in thc vertical wind profile shox_nl in 44kin in Figure 11. At
13" tile parachute reef was removed and the descent speed slowed abruptly. AtL
19 _ there is an abrupt increase in fo which, based on an exhaustive examination
of conceiwlblc causes, is believed to be due to the parting of a shroud line or to
te::lring of the canopy. From 19 _ to 21" there is a further increase in fD which
• There are in addition transmission media and equipmt nt contributions to the Doppler frequency. These effects are small
and the error remaining after their correction is negligible.
27
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suggests slowly occurring additional p_Lr_tchutc dctcrior:ttion, but it is intcr-
1)J'eted later as due primarily to _l sharp rise in the horizontal wind profile
shown at 19krn in FigTare 11. Starting in the vicinib" of 23.5 mthere is an oscil-
lation in fD th_lt continues with increasing period to 33.3 m. Based on Earth ex-
perience the regularity of the oscillation precludes the possibilits, that it w_ls
caused by atmospheric motions. Pendulum motion alone cannot be the cause of
the oscillation because the length of the parachute lines suggested by the
oscillation-periods would be far too large, and because the oscillation-periods
continually increase. Further examination of the shapes of the individual oscil-
lations suggests that the motion of the probe resembled to some extent the
periodic swoop and glide obtained by an unbalanced glider. We propose that
assymmetric parachute deterioration resulted in a combination of pendulum
motion, and a swoop and glide n_otion during which considerable lift forces were
obtained. Minima in the true descent speed occur at ¢.imes of maximum lift and
thus correspond to times of m_cuximum horizontal speed. Figure ] 0 shows that
the near zenith position of Earth results, at most, in a small Earth-component
of horizontal speed and theft, del)cnding upon its direction, the component can
either add to or subtract from the Enrth-coml)onent of the descent speed.
At 33.3 min Figure _ oscillation due to swooping has din_inished and there
is a steady glide which dev¢'lopes almost consL_nt lift. At 34 mthere is an abrupt I
ch:tngc in speed suggesting ,q second major deterioration of the parachute. Ilow-
ever, an ¢,xtrapolation of the, new values of fo backward in time forms nil envelope
2_
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for the maxima of the precceding oscillations. The fact that the m.uxima of fD
represent the time at which minimum liftoccul-red suggests thatbecause of ip-
creasing turbulence in the flow past the parachute, or because of minor addi-
tionalparachute deterioration at 34m, the gliding was ga'eatl,,reduced and the
probe returned essentiallyto a standard "no-lift"descent. *
In Section 7 itis shown that there is a possibilityof an eastward qriftof
the probe at 3.5kin (34m) above the mean surface. Ifthispoint is used as a
reference, the wind profiles of Figure ii and the shapes of the Doppler oscilla-
tions suggest the descent motions sho_m in Figure 9.** From Figures 9 and i0
itcan be seen that under these circumstances the Earth-directed components of
the swoop-and-glide motion cause a reduction in the Doppler sDeed.
After the Venera 7 data processing described later in this section was cora-
l)fetedand the wind profiles shown in Figure I1 were obtained, re-examination
of the Doppler data led to several additional observations.
t. The uniformity in shape and amplitude of the oscillationsbetween 24. Im
and 33.3 m suggests that throughout this period the plane of the swoop X
and glide motion remained fixed. The gl"adient in the estimated pro-
gl"ade or South-directed wind from 13kin to 4kin may have been the
agent fop maintaining this fixed direction.
"During descent the Reynolds numbers associated with the probe and its parachute are roughly two orders of magnitude
greater than the critical value of 3.5 [10]5. Thus we are unable to associate anomalous descent speed changesw,th a
Reynolds number transition.
"'Note from Figures 9 and 14 and from Table 1 that Venera 7 landed at a position 0.5kin higher than the mean surface.
,) (
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2. In the re_ion h(,t\\'(,cn '21.3 m and 23.5 m there are additional oscillations.
The uniforlnity in amplitlale ol these oscillations suggests that tile
plane of o_cillation rem'dnc(.I fixed mlJ that the oscillations were
driven by tile stl'ong g_'adient in the retrog_'ade wind between 17 and
14kin. The periods of the oscillations seem to be identical and ap-
proximately 5.4 sec, corresponding to an effectivependulum length of
6.5 meters for the Venera 7 l)arachute system. The amplitltdeof the
oscillationscoupled with the motions shown in Figm'e 9 indicates
pendulum excursions of as much as 40° from the vertical.
There are suggestions of oscillationsin the Doppler data prior to 21.3 m but we
are not able to determine the shapes or frequencies oi"to relate them to the
wind profile, The amplitude of pendulum oscillationshould increas following
the release of the parachute reef at 13"_and itis expected that the plane of the
oscillationsremains fLxed in direction in the vicinityof strong g]'adientsin the
horizontal wind such as the g_'adientat 19kin. The detection of fixed plane
oscillationsin the Doppler dak_ il_the vicinik_of 19.9" to 20.6 _ (19.5kin to
18.5kin) and their association with similar oscillationsaL21.3 into23.5 m(17
to 14kin) would present additionalevidence for tileexistence of tilehorizontal
wind at lSkm.
An additional I)ol)ldcr data considcz'ati(m fo:-."a (me-way measurement sys-
lem is the change il, the frequency of the l)rob(.' transmitter resulting from th'.,
telnl_cratul'_, all(I shocl< environment obtain(,({ ({tlril_g desc('nt, at illlpact, alld
:I0
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after binding, Temperature induced frequency change is believed to bc negligible
during descent since tile first evidence for drift in the Doppler frequency ap-
pears at about 5 minutes after landing. During descent the mnximum shock oc-
curred at the time when the parachute reef was removed and is believed not to
have exceeded 4 g. Impact on the surface was at an estimated 13.5 m/s with
an estimated peak deceleration of as much as 1000g if the landing was on a hard
smooth surface, or 50g if there was a 0.5 meter penetration of a granular sur-
face. The measured reduction of sig_ml streng*h of a factor of 30 after landing
is believed by Avduevsky et al. (1971b) to have been caused by a displacement of
the antenna benm direction by 50 ° or more immediately after impact. This
rolling displacement of the spherical descent probe suggests a hard impact with
a minimum impact deceleration of 200g or larger.
From these considea'ations it seems reasonable to assume that the proloe
m
transmitter frequency remained essentially constant during the entire descent
but changed bv a discrete amount as a result of high shock during impact. A
single correction to the transmitter frequency measured following landing should
be sufficiento obtainthe true l)opplerfrequencyduringdescent from the
measured Dv)pplerfrequency fD'* Itwillbe implicitas we proceed thatthis
E
correction,selectedby trialand error, is a crucialparameter which atthis
sktge it! our knowledge of Venus influc'nces, or is intiueneed b3 , almost every
i-
facet of our final Venus model - winds, temperature htt)se-r;tte, clouds, and
.. phmet radius,
• The requ,red frequency correction .3f D -16 Hz corresponds to an ,ml}act _eed correct,on of -5.2m/s.
31
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Our first use of the Venera 7 Doppler and teml_erahlre data was "m attempt
to obtain further evidence that P(T) profiles remain unchanged with time at fit(:
equatorial morning-terminator region of the Venera measurements and that the
sub-adiabatic regions at 16 and 40kin were l)ermanent features of the atmos-
phere. * \Vo eompu *'_ a family of Venera 7 P(T) profiles by using the ideal gas
law and the hydrostatic equation with (1) the temperature data, (2) a family of
Doppler descent speed profiles displaced by the assumption of different initial
values, (3) a mean-molecular-mass of 44.3, and (4)a series of initial pressure
values Po - and with the assumption of no winds, h_ each instance these com-
puted profiles showed substantial differences from the Venera 4, 5, and 6 P(T)
profiles. The amplitudes and distribution of these differences were such that
the only satisfactory explmmtion was found to be the existence of winds. In
Figure 4 the aga'eement between the Vcnera 4, 5, and 6 P(T) profiles is good
except in the region between 320 and 390K where we believe there was fliffieult3,
in determining the proper Venera 5 and 6 profiles. Thus in order to further
evaluate the Venera 7 measurements it is reasonable to start wifl_ the assump-
tion of an unchanging structure for the lower atmosl)here of Venus. As a result
the original objective was alJalldoilecl, It is now assumed that the struetalre of
the lower atmosl)here in the vicinity of the \renera entries is unchanging, and _111
attempt is made to extract winc1 information from the Venera 7 data.
• The sub-adiabatic regional 16kin is seen in theVenera 5and6P(T) l)refilesinthevJcmJtv of 590K mFigure4. S_ealso
F igure 13.
L
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The l)rocodure fro" obtaining winds l'_quil'_s that wc detvz'minc (1) the true
l)_,o})e oh,scent Sl)tmcl, (2) the unperturbed* l)r,)bc_ clesccnt: speed, nnd (3) the ad-
justed I)ol)plcr speed. ** As can be seen from the' Doppler geometry shown in
Figul'e 10 sul)tz'_mting the true descent speed i'z'om the unperturbed descent speed
b
yields the vertical wind speed; and subtracting the true descent speed from the
adjusted Doppler speed yields a horizontal-wind component. In this insixu_ce
the Vencra 7 Earth-Venus geometry limits the horizontal wind determination to
East directed (prog_'ade) or \Vest directed (retrog_'ade) components. ***
• The unperturbed probe des,:ent speed is obtained by removing the effects of lift, glide, and vertmal winds from the
true probe descent speed.
• ' The measured Doppler frequency is corrected for the frequency change obtained at impact, multmlied by the secant
of the angle of Earth from the zenith, and then converted to speed.
i
• ' ' Our ,JJ:)lysis indicates that the 11.3 ° displacement of Earth from the zenith cited by Avduevsky is toward the East,
and that the North-South displacement is negligible.
3:; 1
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5, V_,]'tic_l I wiJl(Is
l,'il'st the true (l('sc('nt Sl)(_('(I is (Ictc,rnlir_e(I. Th(, Ven(,r:_ d i)rcs._u]'c :lml
temlJ('r:_tur¢_ values, shown in l"it4urc ,_ l'ronl :_00 to .1(i01(, :_ml the V(,n(,r_ 5 :m(I
(i v_lucs t'rom ,i(J()to fi001(,;Lre used with the hyl)s_m_c'trJc l'ormuh_ ,4' to ()l)t:_.in
_u_ ;_ver_k_e Venus temperature vs altitude l)r()filc T(h). T(h) is th(:n u,_ed witl_
the \;enera 7 T(t) l)rofi]e to yield the true descent spee(I of the l)rol)e shown in
Fig_re 10 by the he_wy line fron_ 3 m to 23 m
From 23 '_ to tile suri':lce the true (tcscent Sl)C'_.'(Imust bc estimated. Ac-
counted i'or in the estim:ltion _re (l) tile ch_mge in the si,_]) ot' the _r_l(li_mt in th(_
horizont_l win(I _l_ fie(luted i'rom the ,_h_pes o1" the l)()l).')ler oscilhltiuns sl)own
in 1.'i_ure 9, (2) the wiml-sl)Ce(I :rod the speed changes near the, sux'i'_lce discussed
in Section 7, _md (3) the limits l)lnccd on verticnl wind :sl)ecds at the beginnin_
of 1)robe descent. \Ve _lssume ttmt the larg(" retrogra(le horizontal wind at 21 '_
(18kin) is rel)lac_'d at 23.5" (14kin)I) 5" the small I)rogr_cle o1' South-directed
\\'ind discussed in Sections 6 and 7, and as a result the adjusted l)ol)l)ler speed
from 23.5" to the surface must. be essentially th(' snme :_s the tru(, descent
speed. ]low(,ver, it i:, ncc_,ssary to consider the sm:_ll COl'l'_,k, ti(m._ t() th_ ad-
just_,l l)()l)l)let' sl)_'_'(I ncu(tk, d to rem()\'_ the, 1.:ttrth c(m_l,()nk'nts ()I (l) l)t'n(lulunl
n_oti_m, (2) h_riz(mt_d ,_lid¢, sl)ccd , and (3)eslim:_tk'(I ho]'ix(mt_l wind ._]_,t,_l. In
th(, (,a]'lit,r _'c,_ion lr,ml 17 to I,fl_m (_1.3"'to 2;_.,3'") \vh¢,r(, _l hi,_h _r_(li_,nt i_
th(, ll()FJT,()lll_il Willd S('LqllS tO htt\'c CILLISL'(I ]LLI'_(' tllllJ)litLl(lt' I)('n(Itllkll_l lll()Li()ll.
'h?.h I (R_/_Lq)In(PI/P?).
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the E_lrth COml_m(.nt of the pendulunl moti_)n W_LS.-_±lnl/,_. Ill tlu' lift rel4ion
[l'()lll 90 5m ,}]m .., ,
..,. to., (14 t¢) 3.5kin) tilt, i..ra(lient of the h()rlz()nt_l_ win(I ix estimat(,(I
t_>be smMler by imssibly a f'_ctor of l()0 and tl)tlS the ])t'|l(itl]Ulll mc)tion e()m-
i)()nent is ext_ected to be negligible and is ignored. The h()rizontal l_lide sl)c¢.d
cannot be accurately determined from the available data. \Ve estimate, how-
ever, that its average Earth COml)onent was about 20"; of the l)eak-to-peak
amplitude of the oscillation of the adjusted Doppler speed. The low-speed-
boundary of the oscilhttions of the adjusted I)ol)pler speed wits _'aised* by the
estimated amount. ** The estimated horizontal wind in the lift togion is sh()wn
Scct_(,._s 6 and 7. For either a prog_'ade ()r ain Figltre 10 and is developed in ',,-'', "
South-directed horizontal wind the lntlxillaum correction to the true descent
speed is less than 0.4m/s and the total correction to the distance descended is
less than 0. Lkm. These eo_'reetions are ignored. The preceedini4 col'reetions
are small and result in a difference between the adjusted l)oppler st)eed and the
estimated true descent speed that is everywhere less than lm, s.*** The re-
suiting estimated true descent speed is showll in tile lift region of Figure 10 I)y
tl_v he:_vy line. **** h_ Section 11 there is a discussion of severul c)l the e(w.-
sequences caused by a major (leviation f,.'om this estimated tru'., descent speed.
I
• In accordance with the geometry shown in Figure 9.
• ' Estimated maximum valdes for the Earth-dlrected componenls of the hori,,on-glide-speed varied from 0 mls at 23 m Io 2
mls at 34 m.
• '' Except un the internal 33 m to 34 m where the correclIon wenl from 0.9 to 2.Orals.
'' '' For ease in presentation we show a smoothed curve.
35
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Nc'.',;L_\t'¢I_,tC'l'lllin¢'t]ic'unl)t,l'tuYI)('_I_Ic,scc,nt,_]_c,c,(I,I)u.i'ingui_i)(,J'Ltlrh¢'_Iclc,-
scent I_vimrachuW, the clc._cc,ntspc_cdis invc,r,_el.vI_W_I_orki_malb_ the,SClUar_'
r_ot of the atmosifl_m'icclen,_itv.Atmospheric _h'n,_itv_ i_ c_IKaineclflu,c_ughuse
oi'the hlc,'d_as law "rodthe hydrostatic equation with t.hcX.'cncra? '.I'(t)data, the
computed and estimated true descent speed, tile measured mean-m_flccular-
nvts,_, and a Venera reierence pressure-point of 6.85 atmospheres at 456. :}K.
\\'t_ ,[s..StllllO that there is no wind and nogligil)le lift at tilt. Venus Stll'l'ilC_', tlSt'
tile true clcscent speed obt_ined at tile surface its oul' reference speed, and
from the atmospheric density compute the Unl)erturbed descent speed for the
entire descent. In performing this calculation it is necessary to introduce the
indicated step changes in the descent speed at 13"' \\here tile l)arachutc reef \va,_
rcnlo\'ed and at 19"' where major parachute damage occurred. The true ,Icsccnt
Sl)ccd is subtracted lron_ the Unl)erturl-,cd descent speed to obk_in tile vertical
\rind profile shc).vn in Figure 11.
In the lil't region, how_,\'er, the dilTc,rencc between the' true descent speed
tllld flit, UllpCl'tul'bcd dt, sccllt Sl)ecd also conIAlills all al)l)al'¢qlt \('l'tical wind duc t_)
lift. This "lift-wind" must be removed ¢,itllt,l" fl'Olll the cliff¢'rc,ncc _n" lrom the
tl'uc descent speed. The da,sht, d line _)f l:'igm'c 10 shows the truc descent Sl)cccl
\vith the "lilt-,vind" l'ClllOVt,d. '['his no-lift Ckll'\'t' c._)l"l't','q)_)lld8 ]'()tlgh]v t() the
Ul)l)cr cnvcIol)C¢)i'the ()scillati()ns o1 thc adjusted ])(_l)pler Sl)¢'ccl, I)ut with l.h('
ellcot ol' the small ln'_'adc or 5¢mth-dir¢,ctcd wind rem_wed. The snmll
• See fable 2.
'I(;
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(liffc, z'encc, I)¢,tw_,cn the' d_t_he(l curve m_(l th(, d()tt¢_d curve at :_lrn is I)(,lieved t()
r(:l)l'escnt Lhe effect of umlnticil_ated additional lift that dc,veloj,ed daring this
IJoz'tio_l of the flight contrary to our asSUmlJtion tht_t lift disalq,eared c<_mtJJetc'ly
during a l)ortion of each swool)-glide cycle. In regions where there al'c' high
gradients in the vertical wind, inertia delayed the probe's z'eSl)Onse to changes
in the wind. The mmximun3 inertia-correction al)plied to the COml)uted vertical
wind profile was -0.5m/s at 46kin.
Variations in the Venus atnlosphere with time and position, error in the
Venera 7 temperature data, error in the estimation of the true descent sveed,
and error in the measured meal_-molecular-mass could lead to uncert:tinties of
the magnitude of the up-draft at 22kin. With the given data, however, we canm)t
determine any means for removing the large gradient in the vertical wind :_t 15
to 20kin. The t)rominence of this gradient and the gradient at 41 to 44kin argues
stl'ongly that there must be some evidence for them in the Venera 4, 5, and 6
measurements. Our examination of these n_easuremcnts confirms the l)l"escnce
of the gradients although we find ¢,nly their average effects, i.e., a small net
down-dr_tft in the vicinity of l gkm and a small net up-draft in the vicinity of
44A_m. The net down-draft at i 9kin is in agl"ecment with our wind tJrol'il(' but
the net Ul)-dr'_t at 4,tl;m indicates that our down-(h-rift should be decl'eased by
about lm/s in the region 30 to 42kin. * The Venera 7 up-drafts at 22kin and
" An upper limit to an updraft at 45kin at 15°N is _et by the 10rn/s parachute descent speed that would be obtained by
Venera 4 w, this region in an unperturbed atmosphere Venera 4 must be allowed to descend. If vertica! and hot=:ontal
wind speeds are assumed to have the same latitude dependence determined by Buyer and Guerin (1969) and d_scussed
later in th=ssection we obtain an upper limit of 17rn/s to the Venera 7 vertical wind speed at 45kin.
37
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451;m are consistent with the evidence discussed ill SecLiCm_ 9 and l() for 1)re
cil,imti<m at 19kn_ and for clouds C5 and C3 in the vicinity of 22kin and 45kin.
The association of the up alld down-drafts at 42kin with the equatorial sub-
adial0atie temperature lapse-rate region at 40kin discussed in Section ], and
with the equatorial high speed retrograde horizontal wind layer shown in Figm-e
11, suggests that the up and down-drafts also occupy an equatorial band. The
Vener:t 5 and 6 pressure and temperature measurements and the Venera 7 data stlg-
gest tlmt the up and down-drafts at 20kin are a recurrent or l)ormal_ent feature in lhe
vieinits' of tile equatorial mor_lng-terminator but as yet no evidence has been
found which suggests that they occupy a band al_out the eq, m_or.
3
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6. ll(_rizont_l winds
The horizontal-wind-conlponent shown in Figure 11 is obl_Mned by sub-
tracting the true descent speed from the adjusted Doppler speed and multil)lying
the difference by the cotangent of the angle of. Earti_ from the zenith as shown in
Figure 10. It is assumed, as in coml)uting the vertical wind, that there are no
winds at the surface and thus the true descent speed at the surface is used as
the reference valtle for obtaining the adjusted Doppler speed. In the lift region,
we must estimate the horizontal speed. Our estimation, shown in Figl_re 11,
considers (1) the change in the sigll of the ga'adient in the horizontal wind as cle-
ciuced from the shape of the 1)el)pier oscillations in Fig_tre 9, (2) the wind speeds
at the surface discussed in Section 7, and (3) the dissipation near the surface of
the (lown-drait at 15kin discussed in Section 7. The change in shape of the
Doppler oscillations suggests that the dox_m-draR should be channeled into either
a prograde or pole-directed wind. The hot pole considerations in Section 2
along with the South-of-the-equator location of Venera 7 descen; suggest that
the down-draft should be channeled toward the South-pole. Since the estimated
prograde or South-directed wind is small, the difference between the true descent
speed and the adjusted Doppler speed is not distinguishable in Figure 10 in the
region from 23.5"' to impact.
hi regions where there are high gl-adients in the horizontal wind, inertia
delayed tile l)robc_s response to changes m the wind vulocib'. The maximum
int,rtia correction applied to the computed horix(mtal wind la'ofile was .-I()m/s
:I.9
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at 45.5km. [_(_ssibh, ¢:rrors in the Dol)Plcr frequency-correction and in the,
geometry of the sub-Earth and impact points, * along with the possible errors
presented in the preceeding discussion of vertical winds, could lead to horixonlxtl
wind uncertainties of 5-20n:/s over much of the measurement region, but use of
the maxinmm permissible error still leaves the large retrogl"ade winds at
18kin and 44kin. The possibili_, that a portion of the high retrogx-ade wind at
47kin was due to horizontal motion remaining from the high speed entry was
studied, but it was found that the terminal speed for the probe with l)arachute
undeployed would have been reached prior to first Dopplei" measurements taken
at 2.8 mwith the parachute deployed.
The dot-dash line at the bottom of Figttre 11 is the Venera 4 wind data
given by Kerzhanovich et al, (!969), ** and is equal to the difference between the
adjusted Doppler sl)eed*** and the unpertllrbed descent speed. As shown in
Figllre 10 this difference is the vector sum of the vertical wind speed and the
vertical projection of the Earth-directed component of the horizontal wimi-
component. _*** If, as suggested by the Venera ,t, 5, and 6 temperature and
l)ressure measurements, the vertical winds in the vicinity of the equatol:_al
morning terminator from 151<m to 49kin altitude are a 1)crmancnt featu'._'_' of
' Error in our knowledge of the coordinates of the impact position may be the greatest contr,but,on to error in the
horizontal wind-compo=_ent. It affects both the magnitude and direction of the horizontal wind but not its shape.
• ' We haw, changed the sign of Kerzhanovich's data for reasons discussed later.
• '' I,_ this instance the adjusted Doppler spem! is uncorrected for frequency drift obtained during the flight to Venus and
during entry into the Venus atmosphere.
• ''' Thet./enela4DOl)l}lergeolnetry is, however, different from Venera7,
.t 0
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this region; if the vertical and horizontal winds in this region are only mildly
latitude dependent; and if the horizontal wind in the region is predominently
zonal and retrogl"ade, the Venera 7 vertical wind W7 should be able to be added
to the Venera 4 difference data VK to reconstruct a Venera 4 horizontal wind-
component U4 (W7 , VK _ Wo ) C which is roughly identical to the Venera 7
horizontal wind-component shown in Figure 11. W is the speed correctionO
associated with the Venera 4 transmitter frequency change which occurred
prior to parachute descent, and C is the Venera 4 Doppler geometry constant.
For the best fit, which is shoxx_ by the upper dot-dash line in Figure 11, our
value of We 9.5m/s is close to Kerzhanovich's suggested limit values of
±6m/s, and our value of C = 4.5 lies within the range 2.8 to 5.2 suggested by
Kerz hanovich.
Although we obtain a satisfactory matching of the Venera 4 and 7 horizontal
wind profiles, two expedients, are required. New coordinates are necessary
for the Venera 4 entry location, and the sign of the Vencra 4 difference data
given by Kerzhanovich must be changed. The Venera 4 entry is generally
believed to have occurred 15° N and 5°E of the sub-Earth point. The new l()ca-
tion at 15°N and 15°W of the sub-I,:arth point lies, however, within the region
allowed by the ambiguity and error in the method used for determining the
entry l()cati(m. \Ve have bt, c,n unable to find any combination of Vencra 4 entry
ge(_lllt'try and I,]-W or N-S winds which can eliminate the requirement for these
changes, it can bt, seen t'r()ln I.'igur¢' l 1 that il the \,'¢,n(,ra 7 verti(:al wind is
41
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added to the \renera 4 difference data without the suggested change in sign, the
high speed horizontal wind at 45kin at the Venera 4 location at 15°N would be
essentially eliminated.
Because of the relatively large error in determining the true descent speed
of Venera 7 in the region from 45 to 47km, the calculated Venera 7 horizol_l:d
wind-component of 125m/s could be in error by as much as 50m/s. A wind
speed of 125m/s is consistent, however, with the speed of 110m/s obt_nined by
Boyer and Ouerin (1969) from their analysis of the average period of the retl'o-
grade rotation of the permanent Y cloud features seen in ultra-violet light in the
vicinity of 70kin (0.01 atmos. )* Boyer and Guerin's measurements are in
agx'cement with the Doppler measurements of cloud motion in this region by
o
Guinot (1965) and Guinot and FeisseI (1968) at 5500-5700A. Ilecently N. P.
;. o
Carleton (1972) has measured the Doppler component of the 8710/\ CO 2 line
_ origimlting in the vicinity of 60kin (0.1 atmos. ) in the equatorial region and
linds rctrogl'ade winds of roughly 100m/s at 20 ° to 30° East and West of the
sub-solar point. The spacial distribution oi' the in situ Venera 4 and Venera 7
i
Ii winds data, Boyer's photog:ral)hic wil_d-mcasurenlents, Guinot and Feissel's,
_ and Carlctoll_s Dol)l)h_r wind lllcasurclll_,nts, th_ congl"uent M-trincr and Vellera
P(T) profiles, and the identical Mariner temperature profiles colnbihc to In'e-
sent evidence for a wide band of high sl,eed retrograde winds surrounding IJw
I
' Boyer and Guerin (1969) find a ,spectrum of cloud speeds ranging from 68 to 229m/s. Nikander and Boyer (1970) find
lower and _pper hmits for the velocity of individual clouds of 89m/s and 205m/s resoectively.
I
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equator and extending from tile one atmosphere level at 46kin to above the
0o 004 atmosphere level at 75kin. *
Bayer and Ouerin (1.969) find a distinct change in the speed of the visible
clouds with latitude° The average rotation period is 4 days from 0 to 5.° latitude,
and at 5° they obtain an ahnost linear increase to a period of G 5 days at 15 °.
E it is assmned that this latitude effect extends from 70kin dm_ward to 35kin
and 'affects both the horizontal and vertical Venera 4 winds, the profile shown
by the dotted line in Fig_are 11 is obkMned, The improved aoreement in shape
between the \renera 4 and Venera 7 horizontal wind profiles in the region be-
tween 20 and 40kin suggests that the latitude dependence of the wind speed may
extend downward to 351<m at 15° N.
*In an interview with the Novasti press agency, A. P. Vino_3radov has reported on the analysis of the new data on Venus
from the Venera 8 pro_;e. There is practicalty no movement of the atmosphere at the surface, and weak winds begin
to occur only at altitudes of several kilometers. However, at 15-20km above the surface, wind velocity exceeds 5Ore/s,
and above 45kin it re0ches a velomty of 100m!s. (EOS, 15, 1151-11.52). The altitude reference is not _pecified.
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7. Winds near the surl'acc
The Venera 7 unperturbed descent sl)eed and adjusted Doppler speed profiles
are found to differ slightly in the region from the surface* to :3.5kin. When the
profiles are constructed to have the same speed at tile sur2ace, it is found that
at 3.5kin the adjusted Doppler speed is lower than the unperturbed descent speed
by 0.4 _0.2m/s. This speed difference could be due to: (I) a prog1_acle wind
component that increases by 2 a.lm/s from the surface to 3.5kin, (2) a South-
directed wind which increases by grenter than 2 _.lm/s from the surface to
3.5kin, (3) additional parachute deterioration which increases the descent speed
by 0.4 ; 0.2m/s as we approach the surface, (4) a smooth glide with a horizontal
speed of 1 -0.5m/s directed to the East at 3.5kin (34 _) and rotating to the \Vest
at 0.5km (37.5m), (5) vertical convection which increases in speed by 0.4
a0.2m/s from the surface to 3.5kin, or (6) some combination of smaller in-
dividual values of the above. Since no wind g_-adient is evident from the Doppler
data in tile first 0.1Mn above the surface it is assumed that the down-draft
shown at 14kin in Figure 1 1 is the on13_' source for either a prograde or a South-
directed horizontall wind. A two dimensional analysis of the douql-draft suogests
an Uplmr limit to the horizontal wind Sl_eed of from 1.5 to 2m,,s in tile vicinity
of t2km and a decrease in speed to O. lm/s or less at ;3. Skin. \Vc do not obtain
the required nlininKlm values of 1 to 3m/s at 3.3kin. Additional l)araehutc
deterioration as a solution requires a slllall but fairly ulliform rate of
• The Venera 7 surface is at 0.5kin above the mean planet radius.
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deterioration over a l_eriodol'3.5minutes. No basis can be found for either ae-
cel)tingor rcjcctiu_ this solution. IXcrude estimate for the liftcoefficientof
th(, parachute indicates that horizontal speeds of as much as 10n]/s were caused
by the gliding which occurred directly above 3.5kin and thus it is reasonable
that some horizontal glide speed remained despite the transition at a. 5kin. At
the required horizontal glide speed of 1 __,0.5m/s negligible lift would be de-
ycleped and, since the 1,, ograde or South-directed wind derived from the down-
draft is ga'eatly diminished below akin there is a negligible wind gl"adient and
the glide path would be free to rotate.
There remains the possibility that there is vertical convection which in-
creases in speecl by 0.4 --0.2m/s from the surface to 3.5kin. Avduevsky et al.
(1970b) have studied Venus vertical convection in two dimensions for a douMe
vortex cull _ in a dr__!" viscous atmosphere with a 301_/l_m lapse rate at the sur-
face and obtain vertical convection speeds of the order of 35m/s. Based on
this study and the measured Venera 7 lapse-rate of 17.5t</l<m at 31qnl. ** the
speed difference of 0.4m/s obtained at 3..Skn_ is too low by almost two orders
; of magnitude. Because there is considerable lloise ill the l)ol)pler siglml [tlld the
(li[l'c'rc, nce between tht' unl,ertul"bed descent Sl)('e(I and the adjusted J)Oplfler
Sl)eed is small we are unable to obtain a Slmed difference pr()file \\hicll can bt,
c_lll})al't'(I with the lapse-ra:e Ilrofile of 1,'igure 13 t_) determine il tht,y art,
l't,latud ill allS Wit).
• 1 he vertmal current rises al the center of the cell and separates at the top. Vertical and horl.,'ontal dm_enston'_ of the cell
arp al)proxmmtely a scale hmght, _.e., 16kin.
• " See Sm:t,on 8
1
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The following possibilities must be considered: (a) the lal_se-rate _f 17..5
K/kin at akin is much too high; (b) the vertical convection speed change is too
low; (c) Avduevsky's theoretical convection speeds are too large, or (d) som_,
combination of the above. In Section ] 1, we will show that attempts to signifi-
cantly lower the lapse-rate by assuming larger descent speeds below 15kin fail
because, as shown in Fig¢_re 15, they result in obtaining an updraft at 45kin
which is too large to allow the Venera probes to descend and they result in
atn_ospheric pressures at the surface which are too high to allow the explana-
tions of Muhleman (1968), of Fjeldbo et al. (1971), and of Pollack and Morzison
(197(}) for the measured microwave attenuation. Any attempt to increase our
convection speed change in the region from 0.5 to 3.5kin is restricted by an
upper limit to the speed difference of 1. lm/s obtained I)5- comparin_ the Doppler
"descent" speed with the unperturbed descent speed obtained for the extreme
case ',)f an isothermal atmosl)here. This upl}er limit to the speed difference is
t
still less than Avdue\'sl;y's convection speeds by n]Ol'e than an order of mag]_i-
tude. \Ve have not attempted tc_ extend the theoretical :,stimates of the vertical
convection speed obtained by Avduevsky, It would be worthwhile, fro" example,
to determine whether a lllltjor decl't, lls(, illcollvc'eti()ll :'])t'ed is achieved })y ex-
tending his work to a three dilllc,nsiollal ('list' wh¢.,re the ldanet surface As ecwert, d
by closely Sl)qccd double vm'tex cells a ssc_ciatc,d :vith i_rvcil)itation and a low
lying cloud as suggested in becti(ms I) and 1(),
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I,'c>].'_>u]' \q.'mls m_Mel we MltLl| a_Stt]l)[' I,haL L]lc ]lo.FJ.ZOl'lI.a] ',',,.'J.ll(l:; ])('t%','('¢'l]O. 5
and 3.5l<m altitude lmve u negIigCble g-radienl and :ire of Lhc order _>1'0. lm/s a,_;
suggested by the analysis of the down-dr_fft at 1,lkm: and that the lllCaSUl'ed 0.4
a_0.2nl/s speed difference at 3.5kin is duc to the coml)ined effect of a small in-
crease it] vertical convection speed and a slow side-wise probe glide covering
90 to ] 80 ° along a circular pafl].
According to i{onca and Green (1970) surface winds of 0.5m/s or gPeater at
100 meters altitude are required if dry particles are to be lifted from the Venus
surface. \Ve find no basis for predicting equatorial, mid-latitude, or l)(,lar
regioI1 surface winds which are larger than tl]e estimated 0. lm/s surface winds
al the Venera 7 landing; position. Thus, any dust in the atmosphere is expected
1o result from other sout'ces such as the collecting of cosmic dust or the
injection of dust by volcanic activity.
I
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_. 'l'tqllp('l'atltrc_ [al_._e-rnte l}L'a£' the Stli'fltu('
\\I(2 I1()V/ eX_tlllh_e the Vvnera 7 telnpt, raturc profile in 1,'i_urc _ in the rc_it)n
h'onl 26 mto the surface, l:r()m 26 mto 34 _ the change in the slope of tJlc tem-
pcrat_trc l)rofile is almost directly proportional to the change in the descent
speed shown in Fi_m'e l 0 and thus the profile holds no surprises. At 34"' lift
ceases and the average descent Sl)ccd shows an abrul)t increase of roughly 10'/.
The apl)arent attendant increase ill tilt' slope of the temperature profile shouhl
also amount to 1()5_:, but is found to 1oc (15r7_,and thus indieahvc of a high super-
adiabatic lapse-rate. By 37 _ the temperature profile has changed from highly
sut)er-adiabatie to become almost isothermal. Following impact the temperature
decreases. In order to better understand tile behavior of the temperature l)ro-
file after 3.t mwe attempted a reconstruction of the data, but the reconstruction
yielded only the minor revisions suggested in Figure 12. h__I,'igm'e 13 we show
the resulting temperature lapse-rate profile for the region near the surface.
It is assumed that tile behavior of the temperature profile near tile surface
was not caused by erratic operation of the temperature measuring instrument.
"_'pieally, these instruments are simple and extremely rugged and there has
been no evidence for temperature gauge malfunction on the Venera ,t, 5, (;, and
7 l)r()l)t,s. Neither the high super-adiabatic lapse-rate at :/kin n()r tim near
isothel'null lapse-rate at the surface c()uld have resulte(I ft'oll/ tlllHCC_)tllll_'(I-l()l'
incrul/scs alld tleert'abes ill descent speed obtained fr¢)m ehangt's in tilt' I)al'a-
chutt' an:l, ()r from vertical winds since tilt' l)()PlAer datn ()f I:igur(' .', limits
....... o0060002-TSbl1
possible s])eed ohanges to an m_der-(ff-mapllitu(le les_ th'm the required mini-
mum speed-change of 65%. Attempts to z'cduc(: the 17.5 K/km mnximum v:llue
of the lapse-rate at 3kin by means of varying the curve connecthlg the recon-
structed data points, along with estimates as to possible data reconstruction
error suggests that the lapse-rate maximum cannot be less than ] 5 l</km, or
approximately twice the adiabatic value.
The lapse-rate obtained for the surface is influenced by the togion ef un-
certainty in the reconstructed temperature data in Figllre 12 and by the assump-
tion that the lapse-rate is monotonically decreasing and positive in the region
from 2kin to the surface. For these conditions we find that the lapse-rate at
the surface can lie within the interval 3.5 =3.5 ],[/'km. llowever, in view of
the requirement for a small lapse-rate obtained from the combined microwave
interferometer data of Sinclair et al. (1972) and the equatorial topography data
f o[ Campbell et al. (1972)* we further restrict the possible range of the surface
lapse-rate and assig_ a value of 2.5 _.2.5 t,:/km to the Venera 7 landing positiont
}
and to a band surrounding the Venus equator.
f
m
r
i 'i
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i.
• See Section 11. Preliminary processing of the data of Campbell et al. indicates that the Venus surface may be essentially
tsothermal.
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,9. l_recipJtati(m
There appears to be a discrepancy 1)etween the Doppler ancl temperature
profiles shown in Figure 8. At 19m the change in the Doppler frequeney cor-
responds to a factor of two increase in the descent speed but the expected at-
tendant increase in the slope of the temperature profile does not occur until
')i m, 120 seconds later, and at that time the slope of the temperature profile
increases by slightly more than the expected factor of two. Since curve-drawing
through digital data usually results in some smoothing it is expected that the
true change in the slope of the temperature profile is greater than is indicated.
It is expected that the true temperature profile is more nearly isothermal as
we approach 21 _ and/or steeper following 21" than is indicated in Figltre 8. An
explanation of the temperature discrepancy should satisfy this requirement.
An examination of the response of temperature measuring instruments
which are believed to be similar to the IS-164A, Venera 4 thermometer de-
scribed by Avduevsky et al. (1969) showed that the 10K and 120 second lag in-
dicated by the temperature profile cannot be attributed to slow instrument
response. Even for the slowest inrtruments the maximum uncorrected lag was
less than 1.5K and 6 seconds. After correction, or for an instrument specif-
ically designed for descent probe use, likely values i'or temperatur(, nle_lSttl'o-
ment lag arc less than 0.5K and 2 seconds. Nor (:an speed changes resulting
from parachute changes and frum winds serve as m: explanation since from
21_ to 24 mthere is no evidence in the Doppler data of even a small fraction of
5O
L __
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the required factor of 2 increase in speed. The possiMlity that a sharl_ (lucrc,ase
in tile ten_perat_we-lapse-ratc of the ambient atmosphere suppressed the effect
on the temperature profile of the abrupt descent speed increase at 19_ (20.7km)
and was followed by a _ increase in lapse-rate starting at 21 _ (17.8kin) was
considered and discarded. We arc unable to explain the resulting lapse-rate
profile shm_m by the dot-dash line of Figure ]3. A temperatx_re change sup-
pression due to lateral _'ansport of the descent probe system by the horizontal
wind at 18kin is found to require a gradient of -3K/kin* in the horizontal tern-
perature profile. A _'adient of this magnitude could be obtained by a dm_7_draft
of cool air which spreads laterally. ** However, the temperature suppression
begins at 20.7kin (19") in the presence of the up-draft sho_a_ in Fig1_re 1] and
ends at 17.8kin (21 _) well before the down-draft is fully developed. A do_-
draft explanation ol temperature quirk would be more plausLble if the quirk
occupied the region between 14kin to 17km where the do_-draft is fully de-
veloped.
Finally, because of the presence of an up-draft in this region, it is neces- ".
sary to consider the possibili_" that the temperature quirk was caused by con-
densation or precipitation acting upon the temperature measurement system. ***
It is not likely that condensation or precipitation on the body of the descent
° The measured temperature at 21 'n is 10° lower than that given by adescent-speed-determined e×trapolation from
19m: and based on the horizontal wind s_eed profile of Figure 11 the change is obtained over a horizontal distance of
approximately 3kin.
• ° On Earth the lateral spreading of a down-draft from a mature thunderstorm can cause hor,/on(al temperature
gradients of greater than 11K/kin.
°"" Up-drafts are regarded as a necessary, but not sufficient condition ;or precipitation.
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vehicle caused the temperature quirk since for a system designed to thermally
decouple the descent vehicle from the temperature sensor a 10K discrepancy
seems 1-trge. The temperature-sensing element itself may have become
"frosted" or moist from its contact with the at_nosphere. "Frost" would pre-
sent the gl'eater problem. Gravity and blowing would tend to prevent accumula-
tion on the sensor of a layer of liquid which was thick enough to result in a 10K
error in following the ambient air temperature, but the !atent heat of melting
would allow frost to establish the 10K discrepancy for short periods. Solid or
liquid precipitation are both assumed to be relatively ineffective; both would
blow away and the latter would also drain. A non-aqueous "wet snow, " it would
seem, might present a substantial measurement problem since it resists both
blowing and flowing and would attempt to pack the sensor and/or the sensor pro-
tector, or portions of them, with a thick relatively long lasting bla_fl_et. Further-
more a long constant-temperature melting period followed by a rapid rise in
temt'erature fulfills the requirement stated earlier for a temperature profile
which is near isothermal prior to 21m and/or steeper following 21m. The data
suggests that in the reg-ion of high horizontal wind shear at ]9km the parachute-
suspended descent probe system experienced the s_m_e large-excursion oscilla-
Lions that are indicated in the similar wind shear region at 16kin on the low
l,dge of the wind layer*, and that at n time oi maxinmm excursion when the
• See S_,ction 4 and Figure 9.
3'-'
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temperature m easuring instrum c;ntwas displaced to p_Jnt in a sick'wisedJr_'u-
tion, itaccumulated "wet snow".
A study of the various ways in which "frost" ()r"wet snow" might explain
the quirk in the t eml)crat_re l)rofi!e suggests that the fusion temlmrature of the
"frost" or "wet snow" material was 556 __6K at a pressure of 17 at_nospheres.
Typical candidate materials are FeCl 3 and ]IgCl 2.
The quirk in the Venera 7 temperature data is highly visible. If "wet snow"
is a continuous event in this altitude region in the vicinit3: of the morning termi-
nator we would expect to find the same effect in the Venera 5 and 6 temperature
data. ha the reports on Venera 5 and 6 we cannot find a similar temperat_Ire
perturbation, but in tile Venera 7 report by Avduevsky et al. (I 971a) individual
Venera 5 and 6 points are plotted and there is a faint suggestion of the effect.
Although, according to the Venera 7 data, the effect should amount to possibly
10K, tile large encoding interval of 17N, tile requirement for sharing the
telemetry with a number of other instruments, or the possibility of tile use of
different temperature sensor config_lrations nlay have partially or coml)letely ',
l_reventecl the effect from al)pc,ari_g in the Venera 5 and 6 measurements, It
is lmssiblc, ef course, that "wet snow" at tile morning terminah_r is intermittent.
r
r At this time it cannc_t he determined fr()m the data whether "we L snow" at i9km
1
! would be a local Venera 7 effect or whether it would be continually ass_eiated
with the down-draft at IDkm tulcl thus possibly an equatorial morning terminator
effect.
5;',
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It is c_f interest t¢_ ,_peculate in re_ard tt_ the reason f¢_r tile beh:_x'i¢_r _f the'
\'_,nera 7 teml_erature measurements fcfllowing landing on the Venus surface.
In I,'igures 8 anti 12 it is sec:n that the output of the tenlperaturc measurement
instrumen_ either drifted slowly downward after landing or was reduced abruptly
at about 38 _. The reduction of the strength of the radio siglml from Venera 7
by a factor of 30 immediately following landing suggests a rolling displacement
of the spherical descent probe of 50° or more and a landing shock of the order of
200g. Thus, it is likely that after the landing motion had ceased the temperatltre
sensor pointed in a ne:tr horizontal direction; and in this attitltde it may have
been exposed to direct access by "rain" or "wet snow"*. It is possib! ,_, of
course, that lan_L[ng shock an:l/or the gradual rise in the internal temperature
of the probe which led finally to the probe's destruction could have been the
cause of the decrease in temperature g'auge output following impact.
As discussed in Section 7, Ronca and Green (1970) require a wind speed of
0.5m/s or g]'eater at 100 meters altitude in order to lift particles from a dry
Venus surface. It"the surface is dampened by precipitation, additional cohesion
of the surface material would be expected and a higher minimunl wind speed
would be required fc_r lifting particles from the surface.
Recent radar measurements, described in bection 10. suggest that if
precipitation existed at the surface and/or at 19kin, it was of low den_:ity, or
intermittent, or local x_ith a scale of 2001.;hi ¢)r less.
• A material with a fusion temperature in the vicanity of 740K. The distribution of pr,',ipitation on the Venus surface, the
rate of precipntahon, the electrical conductivity and viscosnty of the prec0pitatin9 hquld, and the porosity of the Venus
surface must be consistent with the average dielectric constant of 4.4 ±.4 rneasured by Sinclmr et al. 11972) and w_th the
features of the Venus r',_lar maps of Goldstein and Rumsey (1970), and Campbell et al. (1970).
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10. C1ouds
There arc, indications of clouds at (i or more altitude regions above tile
\'onus surf'tee• 1lea (1.972) and Chamberlain and Smith (1972) discuss two-layer
cloud models for the visible global clouds with an optically thin upper cloud or
haze and a dense lower cloud, llea places the top of the thin upper cloud C1 at
78kin*. An analysis of the 1.05_ CO2 band and the 0. 8189g I120 line by Ilegus
et al. (1972) indicates that CI is not m:iform and confirms Potter's (1969) con-
clusion that it has scattering properties resembling terrestrial cirrus clouds.
Boyer and Guerin (1969) have analyzed the ultraviolet observations of C1. They
conclude that it has two permanent features each having the saape of a hori-
zontal Y lying on the equator** and that the Y features, which are recorded
on sketches made as early as 1903, have an average retrograde rotation period
of 3. 995 Earth days (111.4m/s). At times the Y features are covered by higher
clouds and thus C1 is not a single cloud but comprises two or more layers
moving at different speeds. They find other features of duration as small as
one day and obtain a spectrum of inst,antaneous cloud speeds ranging from 68
to 229m/s. Spectral and polarization studies of C1 suggest that it meets the re-
quirements of llapke's (1972) dirt?, hydrochloric acid cloud• In order to re-
concile the high water vapor content me,-sured in the vicinity of 50kin by the
Veneras 4, 5, and 6 with the low water vapor content obtained by spectroscopic
• At al_proximately 175K and 0002 atmos., see Table 2.
•' _ach Y has a total length of roughly 2000kin.
b, =
_ _
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means Chang)erhtin and Smith (1972) have investigated the hypothesis that ,'_
clear region may separate C1 and C2. This possibilits" is illustrated in Figm'c 13.
Ilea places the top of the dense lower cloud C2 at 551_n. * \\'hen tile sunlit
side of Venus is viewed from Earthwith a resolution of roughly 100kin C2 ap-
|
pears featureless in near-infrared and in red light, but in pale yellow light
quasi-permanent low contrast features are seen. These features have dimen-
sions ranging from several hundred kilometers to 4000kin or more and have
been thought by Mintz (1961) to }0erelated to a circulation pattern centered
about the sub-solar point. Because of the near identity of the day and night-side
Mariner 5 temperature profiles and the existence of the broad band of high speed
equatorial _inds in this region it is assumed that the day and night-side struc-
ture of C2 are similar. When viewed from Earth in the 8 to 14_ thermal in-
frared with a resolution of roughly 400km C2 is found to 10c continuous over the
entire planet t0ut with a large-scale day-to-day variabilits' in its temperature
contours which according to C_)ody (1965) indicates the presence of strong
dynamical activits' in this region. Limb darkening at 8 to 14p st_ggcsts that
tile region near the toll of C2 is t0umpy and irregular or according to Samuelson
(1})6_) that visibility within the cloud is large,. For the purpose of our model we
suPl)OSt' that thc base of C2 is in file region shown in Figure 13 where the
Venera water vapor measurement profile intersects the water vapor saturation
etlrv t.'.
• At appro×m_alely 260K and 0,27 atmos,, see Table 2.
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The existence of cloud C3 at 45kin is indicated by the Mariner 5 S-band
ray-path attenuation measurements of Fjcldbo ct al. (.l971). The fact that the
attenuation is roughly identical on the day and night-sides, and the spatial rela-
tion of the attenuation profiles to the large retrog_'ade horizontal winds measured
by Veneras 4 and 7, and to the up-ch'afts measured by Veneras 5, 6, and 7
suggests that C3, the retrograde horizontal wind at 46km, and the up-draft*
may be associated recurrent or permanent features in this region and occupy
a band about the equator from 30°S to 30°N. **
The maximum in the night-side S-band attenuation-coefficient curve at
38kin in Figure 13 along with the results of an analysis of the night-side attenua-
tion by Rasool (1970) shox_a_ in Figlare 14 suggest the existence of a night-side
cloud of tigI 2 at 38kin at the time of the Mariner 5 measurements. Since a
similar maximum is not seen in the day-side attenuation coefficient profile, this
cloud may be either local, or entl_mced or less diffuse on the night-side. Or
the maximum could be the result of unexplained flucutations in the Mariner 5
siglml. The continued increase with decreasing height of both the day and night-
side attenuation-coefficient curves suggests the existence of an additional but
more poorly defined cloud C4 at 35kin and suggests that C4 occupied a band
around the equator from 30 ° S to 30°N at the time of measurement but no evi-
dence has been found which either supports or precludes its recurrence ol
])crnl[ln [211Ceo
"Updrafts are often asscciated with clouds and are rug3rded as a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for precipitation.
• 'The increase in the measured Mariner 5 attenuation coefficient shown in Figure 13 is concurrent with a decrease in the
proposed Mariner 5 water vapor distribution and sugcJeststhat thr, material causing the S-band attenuation may absorb
water vapor.
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At 22kin, the up-draft and the indication for precipitation obtained from
the Venera 7 measurements suggcst cloud layer C5. It must be noted that C2,
C3, C4, and C5 each occur at positions where there is a maximum in the lapse-
rate profile shox\_ in Fig_are 13. If the presence of a maxhnum can b_- regarded
as a condition indicating the presence of a cloud in the Venus atmosphere, the
Venera 5, 6, and 7 data suggests that C5 existed in the vicinits, of the morning
terminator over a period of 18 months and is a recurrent or permanent feature
at the equatorial morning terminator. However, the data does not preclude the
possibility that C5 also occupies a band about the equator. The shape of the
Venera 7 iapse-rate curve, and the possibilits' of precipitation and mild vertical
convection indicated by the Venera 7 measurements suggest the existence of C6
at 3kin, but the horizontal extent of C6 is unknown.
The distribution of clouds of condensed materials above the surface of
Venus is determined by the spacial and temporal patterns of large, intermediate,
and small scale atmospheric temperature, circulation, precipitation, and evapora-
tion conditions. Thus the fact that the equatorial band of high speed horizontal
winds may extend do_mward to the region of C3 and that an equatorial band of
vertical _inds may exist in this same region suggests that the condensed
material which comprises C3 may be more concentrated and/or more con-
tinuously distributed in an e_mtorial band at 45kin than elsewhere, but there is
no information which precludes the presence of this material in wtryini4 amounts
and at different altitudes over the remainder of the planet including the poles.
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The vertical extent of C3, shown as 4kin in Figllre 13, is determined by the
same conditions that determine the horizontal distribution and in addition by
the spacial and temporal pattern and maglli_de of large, intermediate, and
small scale vertical _dnds. (_ Earth the vertical extent of a single condensate,|
water and ice clouds, ranges from 0.1kin to 17km or more; the height of the
cloud bases ranges from 0 to 12kin or more; and there ,nay be 2 or more cloud
layers with separation of 0.5 to 12kin or more between the layers.
There are indications that there may be additional clouds of condensates.
In the region from 35 to 50kin where the Venera temperature and wind data
suggests two cloud layers, RasooI (1970) has examined the Mariner 5 sig_ml at-
tenuation and with the assistance of the work of Lewis (1969) has suggested the
possibleexistenceof thefivelayers ,_hownin Figure 14.* In our processingof
the Venera data a number of small features encountered in the wind and
temperature-profilessuggestedadditional ayer structurein theatmosphere. It
is clear,however, thatfor layers C3 to C6 and for thepossibleadditionalayers
positiveidentificationwillrequiremore definitivemeasurements.
In view o2 the abilib' of high frequency radar to detect precipitation in the
[ presence of gTound and sea returns, the equatorial topography measurements of
Carol)bell ct al. (1972) were examined to determine whether prt,eilfit_ttion from
C6 may havo been detected in the region from 0.5kin to ,4km with the result
that the measurements at 7_J40 Mllz obtainc,d a bigher ai_lml'ent surface than
was observed at 430 Mllz. The search indicated that if P_J does exist and is cjf
• Rasool's model assumes par,iele diameters of 20 rn,crons and peak coneentrat,ons varying froth 330 to 4OOcm -3 The_
part,tie sizes and concentrahons are su'nilar to those for Earth cumulus congestus clouds m v,,h,ch v,sdJdfty ,_ tedttce(t to
ro_ghly 10 meters
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sufficient density for detection, it is intermittent, and/or its vertical and
horizonk_l scales are less than O.8kin and 3000kin respectively. * According to
Ingalls and Shapiro (1972) a preliminary search of the Venus radar reflection
measurements at 7 840 MHz obtained during July of 1972 and of the measure-
ments made near the times of previous il_ferior conjunctions indicates that any
returns h-ore clouds or precipitations must be 10--3 or less of the surface echo.
This result suggests that P5 and any precipitation resulting from global cloud
C2 or from equatorial bands C3 or C4 must be of low density, intermittent,
and/or local with a scale of 200kin or less.
Further study must be made to determine the extent to which the cloud
structure shown in Figure 13 would lend itself to the theories of Schubert and
Whitehead (1969) and of Malkus (1970) in establishing the retrogTade winds shown
in Figure ii at 18kin and 45kin•
• The repeatab,lity of vertical measurements was 0.2 to 0.5 kin.
(iO
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iI. Planetradiusand topography
The Venera 7 temperature measurements and truedescent speed arc used
to obtainan altitudeprofileoftemperature. This temperature profileisused
with a referencepressure of 6.85 atmospheres obtainedfrom the Venera 4, 5,
and 6 measurements at456.3K; with a referenceplanetradius of6085.0kin ob-
tainedfrom the average Mariner 5 pressure datafor _ = 43.3;*and with the
assumption of sphericalisobarsto obtainthe pressure vs radiusvalues given in
Table 2 from 6105km to Venera 7 impact at 6055.5km. The Venera 5 and 6
measurements of pressure given in Table 1 are referred to the "Pable 2 pressure
profile to obtain the radius values at which altitude measurements were made**
and the altitude measurements are used with these radius values to yield the
radius at the surface. It is assumed that the smallest altitude measurements
give the smallest absolute error. The Venera 6 and 7 surface radius values of
P
} 6055 and 6055.5 are in good agreement with the values of 6053.7 and 6055.8 ob-
'mined by Melbourne et al. (1968) and by Ash et al. (1967).
%
' The reference radius is relatively insensitive to the value of_'.For_ 41.2 we nbtain 6.85 atmospheres at 6085.3km.
"" The Venera ,5 and 6 pressure values all fall above the region in which estimation of the true descent speedwas nece.csary
to complete the computation of the Venera 7 atmospheric structure, and thus their surface radius values are unaffected i
by the estimation.
G1
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Table 1, Venus Radius Measurements
Altitude Pressure Radius Altitude Surface Rttdius
Method Marker Atmos, km km km
Vencra 5 1 6, 5 6(}85, 5 43, 8 (34, 9) 6041,7 (6050, 6)
2 14, 8 6076, 6 34,9 (25, 2) 6041,7 (6051, 4)
3 27.5 6068.8 25.2 (15.9) 6043.6 (6052.9)
Venera 6 1 6, 8 6085, 1 27, 8 G057, 3
2 19, 8 6073, 1 18, 1 6055, 0
Venera 7 Estimate the true descent speed from
15kin to the surface to obtain 6055.5
Earth-based Ash et al, (1967) 6055, 8 _-1,4
Melbourne et al, (1968) 6053,7 +2,2
Campbell et al, (1972) 6050, 0 _0,5
The 11,4kin difference in the Venera 5 and 6 surface height measurements
in Table 1 is puzzling. Lyttleton (1969) states that due to a contraction of about
250kin in radius during its formation "Venus can be exl)ectcd to have formed
folded and thrusted mountain systems at its surface" and with its reduced g_:avity
"it is possible that the corresponding features might be even more impressive
than their terrestrial counterparts. The, , , higher temperature and pressure
on Venus seems unlikely to affect the conclusion, for the strengths of most rocks
change only slightly with temperature so long as this is not near their melting
point, and any slight reduction of strcngt.h for this reason would probably be
62
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more than offset by the large ambient pressure .... "* The htgh(;st local
feature that has been seen on the Venus surface by Earth-.bascd radar has been
described by Smith et al. (1970) as about 2kin high aad extending about ]50kn_ in
longitude, and was obtained with a resolution of 25kin in longitude and 200kin in
latitude. The 11.4kin difference in the surface height measurements of Venera
5 and 6 was obtained with only slightly greater resolution in longitude than
Smithts measurement, but with considerably greater resolution in latitudE. **
Since the Venera 5 and 6 surface height difference is 6 times the height oi
Smithts peak and in a region near the equator*** which has apparently been
carefully observed by Earth radar we must assume that the difference escaped
radar observation because it is in the North-South direction where reduced
radar resolution is obtained. In Figure 6 we see that the Vcnera 5 and 6 enla'y
-_ positions are indeed separated in a North-South direction and by about 300kin.
m
-_ Despite this seemingly reasonable solution to the problem there are a number
of misgivings that remain: (a) because of the uncertainty in determining the
, entry position of Venus probes it would not be surprising if the true separation
of the Venera 5 and 6 entry positions was East-West rather than North-South;
(b) the supposed 300kin separation is g_eater than the 200kin latitude resolution
-_ of the radar observations; (c) the large elevation difference is unique; and (d)
it is not directly associated with substantial adjacent East-West differences.
i
• "Once contraction has commenced, it may contribute importantW to the continued production of heat within
Venus."
lit "" Hori/ontal resolution r the Venera 5 and 6 altimeters is of the ord-r of 15kin.
*_-- "'' Within 15° of Smith's peak.
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l'urthor ccmsidoration su!;gosts that the I 1.4kin difference in the Venera
5 and 6 surface height measurements could be duc to (a) surface r:mge confusion
caused by large excursion pendulunL-motion of the descent probe, (b) Venera 5
altimeter malfunctioning, or (c) Venera 5 altimeter colffusion by means of simul-
taneous returns from the surface and from precipitation in the vicinity of 10kin
and/or 20kin above the mean surface. There is evidence for large-excursion
pendulum-motion of the Venera 7 descent probe, and also evidence for the
possibiliW that the winds causing this motion represent frequent or permanent
equatorial Inor_ing-tcrminator conditions* affecting Veneras 5, 6, and 7. But
altimeter confusion due to this cause is rejected for the reason that the large
decrease in sigual amplitude obtained at the re_ired excursion angles should
have readily identified this difficulty. It is clear from the data of "gable 1 that
in several respects the Venera 5 altimeter performed well. The fact that the
proper distance between altitude measurements was obtained suggests that the
Af/T characteristic for the fl.equency modulated altimeter was stable. The
fact of three altitude measurements, rather than two, as in the case of Vcnera
6, indicates that the altimeter power output, receiver sensitivity, anti antenna
system were unimpaired. The only altimeter malfunction which we can suggest
at this time must lie in the circuitry used for the identification of the return-
signal frequency-filter assigned to each of the prc-sclcctcd altitudes. Since
the proper sequence of the l)r_-sclcctcd altitude returns was al)parontly
"Sections b and 6.
(;4
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observed, a malfunction must consist of :_ filter identification-number shift
which caused each filter to become identified as the next higher altitude filter.
h_ parentheses in Table 1 we present _he radius values which are obtained for
Vencra 5 when we reduce those altitudes g-iven by Avduevsky to the next lower
value with a final altitude estimate of 15.9kin based on the average interval be-
tween the preceeding ranges. The resulting radius measurement of 6052.9kin
is close to the Vencra 6 and 7 measurements and the Earth-based radar measure-
ments of Melbourne et al. (1968) and Ash et al. (1967). Precipitation in the
vicinits, of 10 and 20kin above the mean surface would be properly placed for
col_fusing the Venera 5 altimeter. But if the signal returned by precipitation
at the estimated altimeter frequency of 770 MHz was of sufficient strengqJl to
have confused the altimeter, the ;C4 increase in signal return at 7840 MHz
would have been sufficient to present a major obstacle to the Venus topogl'aphy
measurements of Campbell et al. (1972) unless the precipitation was local _ith
a scale of 200kin or less. The existence of high densits' local precipitation at
20kin is consistent with the Venera 7 evidence for precipitation at 19kin and
hi_4h density local precipitation at 10kin and/or 20kin is 0Iso eonsistant with
radar measurements which indicated that any cloud or precipitation returns are
10-3 or less than the surface echo. * The gxeater range of tlm Vel_.era 5 altimeter
suggests that either its bensitivity and/or power output were _veater than that
of the Vcnera 6 altimel,',' :rod th_,s it was more capable of detecting precipitation,
• See Section 10.
G5
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or that the surface beneath Venera 5 was of higher reflecti-ity than the surface
beneath Vencra 6.
At this time we are unable to determinc whether or not an 11.4kin dif-
ference in planet radius values is a valid interpretation of the Venera 5 and 6
|
altimeter measurements. For the purpose of our model we shall assume that
the interpretation is no._tvalid and that the true values for tJm altitude of Venera
5 are given in parentheses in Table 1.
For our estimate of the Venus radius we assume that the smallest altitude
mcasurements are the most accurate. * We take tim average of the Venera 5,
6, and 7 radius measurements to diminish the effect of possible small-scale
surface-height variations and we obtain a value of 6054.5kin in the vicinity of
the Venera measurement region near the semi-minor axis of the equatorial
plane, see Figure 17. This result is almost centered between the values of
I 6053.7 ,2.2kin and 6055.8 +l.4km measured b5 Melbourne et al. (1968) and
Ash et al. (1967). We assume according to Smith et al. (1970) that a -b =
1.1 _*0.4kin** and obtain a send-major mxls radius of 6055.6 and a mean-
eqwttorial-radius of 6055km. Muhleman (1970) concluded that CO 2 alone could
account for the total opaei',, of the atmosphere for microwaves J.f the suriace
pressure was as high as 7u 5 atmospheres. Tllus our finding of an average
surface radius of 60551un which corresponds to a surface pressure of 71
• It should be noted that the Venera 5 and 6 radius values shown in Table 1 conver_ as the probes approach the surface.
• " The results of Campbell et al. (1972) shown in Figure 16 confirm Smith's value for a -b.
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atmospheres suggests the existence of the microwaw_ loss at 6100km* dis-
covered by Fjeldbo et al. (1971) in their analysis of file Mariner 5 data and/or
the source of microwave opacity suggested by Pollack and Morrison (1970) in
explanation of the microwave emission spectrum measurements. **
In a more recept paper Campbell et al. (1972) obtained a smaller value,
6050 +0.5kin, for the Venus radius. Our sol..._emeans for reducing the Venera
6 and the assumed Venera 5 radius values from 6055km and 6052.9kin, respec-
tively, to 6050kin lies in the assumption of a 3 to 5km decrease in the radius of
the reference isobar as we go from the Mariner reference positions at _ 30°
latitude to the Venera positions nearer the equator. This solution is the opposite
of our earlier requirement for an increase in isobar height as the equator is
approached in order to explain the uniform 28c,:[,separation of the P(T) profiles
and it further complicates the variable isotherm height explanation of the se-
paration of the P(T) profiles given in Section 2.
For Venera 7 there is an additional expedient. We can also obtain a sur-
face radius of 6050km by means of an average increase of 6 m/s in the esti-
mated true descent speed in the region from 23 _ to impact. This increase re-
sults in the large up-draft shown at 47kin in Figxlre 15. In the presence of this
up-draft the Venera 4, 5, and 6 probes would not have descended. They would
have ascenJed, starting at the moment of parachute opening. The Venera 7
probe would have descended to 25km where the paIachute reef was removed and
See Figure 13.
"'The preliminary Venera 8 surface pressure of 87.1 +1.5 atmos, implies a radius of 6051.7km, and with the Venere 5, 6,
and 7 results yields a mean-equatorial-radius of 6054.3km [74 atmos.l.
.... L
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would have then ascended to 35kin and hovered. A comparison of the Venera 4,
5, and 6 probe descent-distances obtained from the hypsometl'ic formula with
those descent distances obtained using the ballistic coefficients for the respec-
tive probe descent systems shows that the average up-draft in the region 20 to
47kin is likely to be less than lm/s instead of the 30m/s shown in Figure 15.
On the basis of the maximum permissible average-vertical-wind, together with
the assumptions of an unchanging Venus lower atmosphere and spherical isobars,
we find that the Venera 7 surface radius cannot be reduced to less than 6055km.
A further difficult3, associated with the use of increased descent speed to
reduce the Venera 7 surface radius value is that we obtain a pressure of 100
atmospheres* at 6050kin and this high pressure presents difficult' in explaining
both Muhleman's (1970) microwave loss requirement for 78.5 atmospheres of
CO2 , and the resulting requirement of Fjeldbo et al. (1971), and of Pollack and
Morrison (1970) for less than 78.5 atmospheres. We encounter this same
diffieults"if we assume that Veneras 5, 6, and 7 all landed in locally-elevated-
regions for which the atmospheric pressure is in the vicinity of the Venera 7
va!ue of 71 atmospheres, or, if we assume that the final Venera 6 radar altim-
eter measurements and corrected Venera 5 altimeter measurements were both
too _mall by 25 to 30'.:.
A similar disparity between space-craft and Earth-based methods for
t'tltlitl_Z lll{2tl.stlrt_lllellt._ exists for Mars where recent lllf2astlrClllelltS have
• Iffor_ 43.3 wesubst=t,,tem 41.2 we obtain 93 atrnos.
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yielded a mean-equatorial-radius of 3398.7kin by occultation (biliore, 1972)and
3:3!)4 +2kin by Earth-based r'ldar (Shapiro, 1972). No relation has as yet been
established between this +4.7kin difference and the corresponding +5.0kin
difference for Venus.
In summary, we obtain a mean radius of 6055km for the geometric
4
equatorial figure and, based on the J2 measurements of Anderson and Efron
(1969) discussed in Section 2, we obtain this same mean radius for the poiar
gravitational figure.
We shall now attempt to relate the topographical measurements of
CampbeLl et al. (1972), shown in Figure 16, to the microwave interferometer
measurements of Sinclair et al. (1972). In addition to the enhanced polar
brightness at 11.1 cm wavelength discussed in Section 2, Sinclair et al. ob-
rained measurements indicating an East-West brightness asymmetry. From
their measurements we obtain a longitude profile of the equivalent temperature
difference between the East and West equatorial limbs of a spherical surface
having the maximum difference of 18 +SK shown in Figures 1, 6, and 17. *
No support has been found for explanations of the East-West temperature
difference based upon appropriate distributions of surface material emissivity,
surface material particle size, or internal planet energy sources. Despite the
fact that the position of the mt, ximum East-West tempcraturc difference as
shown in Figure 1 strongly suggests a cliurnal effect, this explanation is not
satisfactory. From the work of Golitsyn (1970) and Gierasch et al. (1970) it is
cleat" that the high heat capacity of a massive atmosphere reduces the diurnal
• Sinclair obtained a maximum difference of 14 _K. Our curve fitting of the data yields a sligh dy higher value.
f;9
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temperature variation at the surface to several degrees at the most. Lewis
(1971) suggests that there may be elmmical reactions which would further re-
duce diurnal effects at the surface of Venus. Above an altitude of 30kin, clouds,
the equatorial band of high speed winds, and the reduced density of the
' atmosphere would combine to prevent a substantial contribution by this region
to a diurnal brightness-temperature variation at 11.1. era. * It is also unlikely
that the East-West temperature difference is caused by an atmospheric density
distribution at the surface which varies in relation to the displacement of the
center of mass from the geometric center of the planet, since Fig=re 17 shows
that the measured displacement is roughly symmetric with respect to the hot
md cold regions. **
We are left with the possibility that Sinclair's East-West temperature
difference profiie results from the combined effect of changes in surface tem-
perature and atmoq_heric density associated with the surface-height profile of
Campbell et al. As an exercise, we assume that the Venus surface is isothermal.,
perform a crude conversion of 8inclair's measured East-West limb temperature-
differences to obtain equivalent atmospheric denisty-differences, and then con-
vert the density-differences to obtain the equivalent surface-height-differences
between the East and West limbs. The surface-height-differences arc divided
*The winds are apparently so efficient in their distribution of solar energy that the fir,_t evidence of a possible diurnal
temperature difference in the Mariner 5 data occurs at 73kin where according to Table 2 the atmospheric density =s
2(10}-a times that at the surface.
'' Shapiro et el. (1972) have obtained the height relative to the mean planet*radiu';, of the gravitational equipotential
surface around the equator. A comparison of this height profile with the equatorial topography profile of Campbell et
el. (1972) suggeststhe m:lgnitude and direction of the displacement of the Venus center-of-mass obtained by Smith et
al (1970) end shown in Figure 17.
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by two and plotted with altcrm_ting signs at 180 ° intervals .ncl are shown as
circles and crosses along the height reference line at the bottom of Figure 1(3.
The longitude of each circle is that of the West limb at the time of measurement.
The longitude of each cross is that of the East limb. The solid curve at the
bottom of Figure 16 is the profile of the surface-height-difference between the
East and West limb as obtained from Campbell's height profile and is plotted
with respect to the longitude of the West limb. A proper comparison of
Campbell's surface-height-dff.ference profile and the converted temperature-
difference measurements of Sinclair must take into account that the resolution
of Sinclair's measurements is considerably less than that of Campbell's. We
compensate for this difference in resolution by degrading the resolution of
Campbell's surface-height-difference profile in a manner crudely consistent
with the resolution of Sinclair's measurements and obtain the dot-dash line
in Figure 16. The good agreement between the dot-dash curve and Sinclair's
converted temperature-difference data suggests that Sinclair's East-West tem-
perature assymeWy results primarily from atmospheric density variations de-
termined by the Venus topography and that in a band about the equator the varia-
tion of planet surface temperature with height is small. Estimates which take
into account the crudeness of our methods suggest an upper limit to the surface
lapse rate of 5K/kin with more reasonable values ranging from 2.5K/krn to
isothermal.
'71
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12. Atanosphcric structure
The atmospheric structure given in Table 2 is derived from the lVIariner 5
and the Venera 4, 5, 6, and 7 measurements and is intended to represent condi-
tions in the equatorial region. Below 60561¢an we use the lapse-rate of 2.5K/km
obtained from the comparison of the inferometer measurements of Sinclair et al.
with the topogl"aphy measurements of Campbell et al. From 6056 to 6104kin the
Venera data is used with radius values based on the Mariner 5 pressure vs
radius measurements and the assumption of spherical isobars. *
From 6104 to 6130km the average Mariner 5 temperature profile is trans-
formed to obtain a temperature profile which is representative of the equatorial
location of the Venera probes. First we correct the Mariner 5 data to account
for the water vapor content given by the dashed saturation-line and the dotted
Mariner 5 profi|e shown in Figure 7. Then an altitude profile of the temperature-
difference of the P(T) profiles shown in Figure 4 is constructed and this
temperature-dLfference profile is extrapolated to 6130km where it vanishes.
The extrapolated temperature-difference profile is then used to transform the
Mariner 5 temperature profile.
At 6140kin we select a Mariner teml_crature dah_ integration constant
.. To : 1591< which results in a temperature minimum of 153K at 6137km. The
= 153K minhnum temperature is derived from the I120 _]Lxing ratio ot l t)"6
' In Sect,ons 3 and 11 we have seen that the dev,ation of the planet from a sDhere ,s less than 0.1kin for the average polar
gravdat_onal hgure and _0.6km for the average geometric _1oatorial figure.
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Table 2. Atmospheric structure derived from the Mariner 5 and Venera 4,
5, 6, and 7 measurements with _ = 43.3 g/mole
Height Radius Temp. Pressure Density Density Gravity
km km °K Atmos g/cm 3 n/cm 3 cm/s 2
-12,0 6043,0 778,0 1,45E 02 q,R3E-02 1,37E 21 888,5
-11o0 5044,0 775.5 1,39E 02 9,43E-02 1,31F 21 888,2
-10°0 60&5o0 773.0 1.31E O_ 8oGIF-C2 1,2&E 21 R87,9
--9,0 6046,0 770o5 Io23E 02 8,42E--02 1,17F 21 887,6
--8,0 6047,0 768,0 |*]6F 02 7,96F-02 I, lie 21 _7,3
-7,0 6048,0 765,5 1,09F 02 7,_2E-02 1,04E 21 8_7,0
-6,0 6049,0 76_,0 t,O_E 02 ?,fOE-02 9,STE 20 886,8
-5,0 6050,0 760,5 9,66E 01 6,70E-02 9,_2E 20 896,5
-4,0 6051,0 758,C 9,09E Ol 6,33E-02 8,80E 20 886,2
-3,0 6052,0 755,5 8,55E O1 5,97E-02 R,30E 20 _85,9
-2,0 5053,0 753,0 8,04E O! 5,64E-02 7,B4_ 20 885°6
-1.9 6054,0 75C,5 7,56E 01 5,32E-02 7,39E 20 825,3
0,0 6055,0 748,0 7,11E Ol 5,02E-02 6,97E 20 885,0
1,0 6056,0 74_,S 6,68E 01 4,73_-02 6,58E aO 8@4,7
2,0 6057,0 736,5 6,2AE Ol 4,50_-C_ 6,26E 20 884,4
3,0 6058,0 720,0 5,90£ Ol 4,32E-02 6,01F 20 884,1
4,0 _059,0 705,0 5,53E 01 4,14E-0_ 5,75E 20 8_3.8
5,0 6060,0 694,6 5,17F Ol 3,93E-02 5,47E 20 883,5
6,0 6061,0 685,0 4,84E 01 3,73E-02 5,19E 20 883,2
7,0 _062,0 675,0 4,52_ 01 3,54E-02 4,92F 20 883,0
8.0 6063°0 664,2 4,22E Ol 3,36c-02 4,67E 20 882,7
9,0 6064,0 653,8 3,94E 01 3,1RE-02 4.42E 20 482,4
10,0 6065,0 643,3 3,67E 01 3,01E-02 4, 19E 40 882,1
11,0 6066,0 632,7 3,41£ Ol 2,85E-02 3,g6E 20 881,8
12,0 6067,0 622,4 3,17E 01 2,6gE-02 3,74E 20 881,5
13,0 506_,0 612,4 2,95E 01 2.54F-02 3.53E 20 8S|,2
14,0 6069,0 603,0 2,73E 01 2,39E-02 3,_2E 20 880,9
15,0 _070,0 593,7 2,53E 01 2,95E-02 3, 13F 20 88066
16,0 6071,0 586,5 2,34E 01 2,11E-02 2,93E 20 880,3
17,0 5074,0 579,0 2,15E 01 [,97E-02 2, ?aF tO 880_I
18,0 _07_,0 571,0 2,00E 01 I .85_-02 2,5715 20 879,8
_9,0 6074,0 563,2 1,84E 01 1,73£-02 2,40£ 20 879,5
20,0 _075,0 554,5 1,70_ 01 1,62_-02 2_25E 20 R79,2
21,0 6076,0 54_,8 1,56_ 01 t,51E-02 2,10F 20 878,0
_2,0 6077,0 536,_ 1,4_E Ol 1,41E-02 _,96E 20 878,6
23,0 _07e,0 _(,,3 1.32F Ot t.32_-02 t,S4E 20 87S,_
24,0 607_,0 515,7 I,?IE _1 1,2_E-O? _,72F 20 878,0
25,0 _080,0 505,7 I,10E 01 1,15F-02 _,60F 20 877,7
26,0 S081.0 nO_.3 1.01E 01 1.07S-02 1.4gE ?C _77,4
?7,0 60_,0 495,7 9,16_ O0 9,q5=-03 1,38E 20 R77o_
_8,0 _083,0 476,0 @o33E 00 9o24E-03 1,2_E ?0 876,9
2g,O 6084,0 _£_,0 7,56E O0 M,_TF-O_ |, 1_E 29 _76,_
30o0 60_,0 AS_,? 6,85E O0 T,g3E-C_ I, _OE _0 _26,_
_I*0 608_,0 4_7_2 6,19E O0 7,31E--03 1,02_ 20 B76,0
3_,0 60_7,C 4_@o0 5o_SF O0 6,7_-0_ g, 36E | _ _75,T
33,0 50_8,0 42qe3 _,03F 00 6oI_-0_ _.50F l_ 875,4
3_,0 50_qo0 420,5 _o52E O0 5,67_-0_ ?,SRF 19 _75,1
35,0 _OOCoO 410 ,3 a,O%F 00 _,21=-C_ 7,_aF I 0 _74,o
"g0 8850cmsec 2aiR0 = 6055kmaccord,ngtoLyttleton(1969)
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Table 2 (continued)
Height Radius Temp. Pressure Density Density Gravity
km km °K Atmos. g/cm 3 n/cm 3 cm/s 2
36.0 50q1.O 401.3 3.62E O0 _..76E-03 6.61F 19 8?4.6,
37o0 6092,0 392,5 3,22E O0 4e34F-03 6,03F 19 87403
3509 609300 384,5 2o97F O0 3,94_E-03 5o47F 19 RT_,O
3900 '509400 37705 2,54E O0 3o56F-03 4094F I 9 87307
40,,0 600500 _71,0 2,.25E O0 3o21E-03 4o45E 19 973,,4
41o0 6096,0 36503 1o99F O0 2,88E-C3 4,Ohm" 1.9 873,1
42,") 509700 35803 1.o76E O0 2o5gE-03 3o5gE 19 872,8
4300 _098o0 35000 I,,54E O0 2033E-03 3,,__4E 19 8720'5
44,0 509900 _.P,5 1o35. _. O0 2,09F--03 2,90£- 19 87203
4500 610000 334,1 _ 018F. O0 I o87E-03 2o60E 19 F_7200
46,0 6101,0 32E.00 1o03E O0 1067E-03 2o32E I'9 871o7'
47,0 510200 31R,0 c3o96_-0 ! 1 o49F-03 2o07E I_ 871,4
4800 61C._.o0 3LC..,7, 7,75E-01 1032E-03 Io83E 19 _7,L,i
4900 5104o0 30405 6,,69E-01 I • 16E-C'3 1,6IE lg R70o8
50,9 610500 299,0 5o 75E-01 I ,OPE-03 1,41F 19 _70.6
51o0 6106,0 29.m.o0 b.,9/4F-01 8,_39_-CA 1o24E I'9 87003
52,0 610"#,C 28_o0 4,22E-01 7082=-02 lo09F 19 870o0
5300 6109,0 275,0 3o59E-01 8 •RO-=-O_ q • _8_- 18 86907
54.0 610900 26605 3 o O_.F-O 1 6o01F-04 8036E 18 86904
5500 611000 257°0 2,55E-01 5,24_-04 7 o 20_T 18 86"9oi
5600 5111.o0 249o5 2,13F-01 4,mPE-O4 6.28F 18 868,9
5700 611.2,0 227,e I o78E-01 3o80C-04 5o28E 18 F_68o6
_8.0 611300 24300 I o42E-Ol 3o21--04 4, _.7F 18 868o3
5900 611a,0 2ai,5 1 o23F-01 7o68F-04 3073F 18 86800
6000 6115,0 237.5 1,02£--01 2o26_-04 _¢ 14_ 18 867,7
61 ,0 6116,0 23_o0 go39F-02 I oSFiE-Oa 2,62E 18 86704
6200 6117,0 23205 6, 91E-02 1057E-OW 2,1_E IS 867,2
6300 6118o(_ 229,7 5,6q_-02 1,31E-04 1082E 18 866,9
64,0 511_00 22Q.5 4,66E-02 1 , I OE-O_. 1o52£- 18 8e6,6
65,0 _120,0 220,0 3o _OF-02 9013E-05 10?-7_ I_ 866,3
66,0 6121,0 216,5 3,09£--02 7 o5(_E-05 I.05E 18 86600
6700 6122,0 21205 2.51E-02 6023[-05 a,_SF 17 86_,7
88,0 6123,0 20ao5 2002E-02 5,12F-CS 7,12_ 17 865,5
69,0 6124,C 20500 I o63F-92 4o19E-0_ 5,82E 17 865.2
7000 612500 200,5 I._OE-02 3,_,3E-05 4o7_E 17 _6_,9
71o0 6126,0 19_o0 I o0_E-02 2,79_-05 3, I%8F 17 86A,_
7_o0 6127,0 19100 8o_2£--03 2o2TS-0_ 3o 16TT 17 86_.o?I
7300 6128,0 187'o0 6o47E-03 1,83_-05 POSSE 17 864,0
7(_,0 612go0 1.8_,C 5008E-03 I,_6--05 2,OAF 17 863,8
7'500 F}130o0 18('o5 3,96F-OTI I o16_-0_ 1o6_ _ 17 E_63o5
76,0 F_J._I ,,0 17_,0 _m,OaF-03 o, |CF-08 1o2h_ 17 863o2
7,7,0 6132oC I 77,0 2o_0£-0"_ 7,|___=-06 Qo93F[ 16 86209
7800 613_0_ 17%,0 I o_6E-03 5o60F-06 7o78_ 16 862 ,,6
7900 613_o0 172,0 |o43E-03 4,40F-06 6o 11_- 16 862,_
80,0 61.35,0 16200 1009E-03 _o57F-06 4,_6F 16 .o,62.1
81o0 61._16o0 155,_ _02@.E-O_. 2 080_-06 3, q'F 1.6 86|,8
82,0 613700 15300 6.I _r-oa 2 o 1.3E-06 2o96E 16 8F10_
8_,0 613800 15_00 _060E-O_ 1o58[-06 2, IWE 16 861,2
8l$00 6139e0 |56,5 3,_5E-04 | ,I_-06 | ,6_T 16 860og
8509 61_0,0 15_05 2,59£-0A qo&3F-07 1.20F 16 860,7
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obtained for t!_.is region by Kuiper et al. (1!_69) along with the HC1 content de-
termined by Connes et al. (1967).
Use of Table 2 should b::,limited to a ba;;dabout the equator extending
from 20°S to 20°N and to an altitudeof 75kin. At high latitudesthe temperatm'e
profile is not sufficientlyknown, and above 75kin we findevidence in the
Mariner 5 measurements for a possible day-night variabilityin the temperature
profile.
75
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] 3. Summary
(a) There is evidence that at the time of the Mariner 5 and Venera 4 m(:asure-
ments a prominent sub-adiabatic region existed at 370K (40kin) and extended
around the equator from 30°S to 30 ° N. Water vapor considerations suggest that
there may have been a similar sub-adiabatic band at 302K (49.5kin) during this
same period.
(b) We c_melude that the uniform 28% separation of the P(T) profiles is a
ehu L_acteristic of the Venus atmosphere. It was anticipated that this effect could
be explained by a variation in isobar height but we have been led by Sinelair's "hot
poles", by the radar measurements of the equatorial radius, and by the Mariner
5 measurements of the average polar gravitational shape to interpret the effect
as alatitude dependence of the heightofthe isotherms inthe region below 6130km.
(c) The data suggests that little of the incident solar energy reaches the
Venus surface directly or by scattering and that Sinelair's "hot poles" may
be due to a cooling of the planet surface in the equatorial region resulting
from the presence of the band of high-speed retrograde equatorial wind.
(d) If the profile of the temperature-differences between the P(T) curves is
indeed the equivalent of a constant percentage pressure separation we conclude
that the mean-molecular-mass of the atmosphere lies between 43.1 to 44.0g/
lllOle.
(e) The assumption of a constant percentage pressure separation of the P(T)
l_rofiles or an equiwtlcnt temi_erature-separation leads to the conclusi_m that
7_;
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if water val)or is the t)rineiph, polar eomlmun(I in the vicinity (ff 50kin, the,
Vellera 5 l))t, asurellaellts of tile l]lfLXil]ltll)l water-val)or contc'nt are c,()rre(.l, and
that ghe water-wq)or content below 50kin (300K) may decrease with increasing
latitude and/or may be wtriable with time. The latter suggestion is consistent
with the results of the microwave measurements of Jones et al. (1972).
(f) The combined winds measurements of Boyer and Guerin, Carlcton, and
Veneras 4 and 7 indicate that the 4-day (110m/s) retrograde wind occupies a
band about the equator which extends from above the top of cloud C1 at 78kin
downward to the one atmosphere level at 46kin. The speed of the wind appears
to be latitude dependent, decreasing at 15" latitude to possibly 0.60 of the
; equatorial value.
_J
(g) At the equatorial morning-terminator at tim time of the Venera 7 entry
b
_" the high speed retrogl'ade wind at 46kin decreased to roughly 15m/s at 40kin
and remained at this value down to 19kin. At ] 8kin altitzzdc (20 atmospheres)
there was a retrograde wind layer of roughly 3kin thickness, and with a peak
speed of 35m/s. Below 14kin we assume a prograde or south-directed wind
decreasing h'om I. 5 to 2m/s at 13kin to roughly 0. lm/s at 3knl.
f (h) The datt, suggests that horizontal winds at the surface are of the order of
0. Im/'s and thus incapable of lifting dust frmn the surface. Any dust in the
atmosl)here is expected to result from c)ther suul'ees ,_kl_2h as tie collecting
cJl' c(_smie dust (_r the in iee/i(m c_t"dust by vc_lcanie activity.
77
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(i) 'lJhe lati.tudc _,dc,jmndence ot.' teml_erattLre indicated bv the separ,'tticm cff the
P(T) ln_cffiles and by SinclairVs lint Imles, ancl the Venera 7 low altitude vertical
wind profile, suggest the possibility oil a low 'tltitude c:quatc_r-to-pole circulation
with hot air rising at the poles.
(j) The association of the up and down-drafts at 42kin with the equatorial sub- :,
adiabatic lapse- rate region at 401_a_l, with the equatorial high speed retrogl'ade
horizontal wind, and with the Mariner 5 attenuation-coefficient profile suggests
that the up and down-drafts occupy an equatorial band.
(k) The Venera 4, 5, 6, and 7 data suggests that the up and down-drafts at
20km are a permanent feature in the vicinity of the equatorial morning-
terminator but as yet no evidence has been found which suggests that they occupy
•, band about the equator.
(1) h_ our model the visible thin global cloud or imze C1 extends downward
from 7 8km to a clear region which i_ assumed _o start at 63kin and ends at the
top of the visible dense global cloud C2 at 55kin. At times C1 consists of
several layers moving with different speeds. It is assumed that the base oi' C2
is at 52kin and is determined by the Venera water vapor profile.
(m) The existence of Clcmd C:I in the region from 47 to 413kin is indicated by the
Mariner 5 attenuation-coefficient measurements. These measurements and
their spacJ.al relation tc_the Venera 7 up-draft measurements and to the high
speed retrograde wind band suggest that C3 may be a recurrent or permanent
feature in a band about the equator from 30°S to 30 ° N.
7_
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(n) 'l'he Mariner 5 att(_,nuation-coefficic, nt measuremtmts also sugg'est n night-
,,i'Ie cloud o.[ llgI2 at :_8km at the time ()f measui'ement and a cloud (;:.,Iat 37 to
331_m occul_ying a band about the equator at the time of n]easurement.
(o) C,loud (..5 at 25 to 20kn] i:_ based up(m the Vcnera up-draft and lapse-fate
measurements "rod t_pon possible Vencra 7 evidence for precipitation at 19kin.
There are indications that C5 and its associated up-draft are t-ecur_ cnt of per-
manent equatorial morning-terminator" features but the data. does not ln-eclude
a g_'eater extent to C5. The possible evidence for precipitation seen at ] 9kin
suggests a material with a fusion teml)erature of 556 *_6K.
(p) The shape of the Venez'a 7 lapse-rate curve, and speculation concerning
Venera 7 evidence for precipitation and mild vertical convection suggest the
existence of C6 at 3kin, but the horizontal extent of C6 is unknown. Precipita-
tion associated with C6 would be expected to have a fusion temperature in the
vicini_"of 740K.
(q) The Venera 7 data indicates that the tcn]perature lapse-rate at the sur-
face lies between 0 and 7K/kin. The microwave interierometer measurements
ofSinclair et al. (1972) combined with the radar tol)ogral)hieal measurements
of Carol)bell et al. (1972) indicate that beh)w (1056kin in a band about the equator
at] Upl)er limit to the lapse-rate is 5I_/km with more reasonable values ranging
from 2.5K/kn] to isothel'mal,
(r) The mean radius of the l,lanet is found to be 6055 ,_2km aml in c(m,junc-
tion with a mean suri'ace temperature of 7481< yields a mt,:m surface pressure
m
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of 71 atmospheres. This presmure value is consistent with the microwave at-
tenuation studies of Mutfleman, of Fjeldbo et al., and of Pollack and Morrison.
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